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Precke low-cost navigation is required for rnany industries such as fvMng and 

rnining. Such a system is proposed that utiiizes the existing carrier fiom AM 

radio stations. A single stationary r e k n c e  station is used to monitor the 

phase of the carriet ftom many AM stations and to broadcast this information 

to passive mobiles. A digital technique is developed that uses direct conversion 

wide-band receivers and a Dkcrete Fourier Transfomi to mesure the phase of 

the signai v e y  accurately. Sources of error in masuring phase with this 

technique are investigated. They include quantization error, DC offset emr ,  

Direct Digital Synthesû round-off error as well as something called 'end-ebct'. 

n i e  technique wu capable of mevuMg the phase of the carrier to 0.01 to 0.1 

degrees even under fuU modulation. 

Field tests were done to detemine the amount of cange error that would result 

fiom propagation differences in the paths fiom the AM transmitter to the 

reference and mobile stations. The results from these preliminary tests would 

suggest that the technique is capable of sub-meter accucacy. 
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Navigation and the need for positioning information is as old as civiiization itself. The 

compass, stars and the position of the Sun were used by sailon to obtain a tix of their 

position in t e m  of latitude and longitude. More recently radio and satellite techniques have 

made it possible to locate vehicles, ships and a i r d  much more precisely. Within the last 

feiv yean the Global Positioning System (GPS) has dorninated the navigation and 

positioning scene. 

Technological advances in aimost eve y &Id came about because of the need to achieve 

more capabiiities than those currently available. These advances established newer and 

increased capacities; which triggered a fùrther rieed for technologicai advancemena. The 

development cycles of these technologies in mm ushered in today's modem world of 

sophistication and technologid advances used in pecfonning various tasks more efficiendy. 

One such development cycle was that of navigation. Its various techniques and methods for 

achieving new capacities pmmpted the need for more precke and reliable positioning. This 

thesis addresses this need and, proposes a new technique which utilizes AM broadcasting, 

an old technology, to satisCg a newer need in positioning. 

In medieval time Eumpean people were relatively stationary; there was no need to ûavel 

large distances. As trade grew and the exchange of goods with other setdements became 
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more comrnon, people traveled M e r  distances. Consequently the need Cor position 

location (the know1edge of present location with reference to a known location) originated. 

The knowledge of landmarks and coastal features was used to establish position location 

d u ~ g  early land and coastaI trading missions. As trade routes became more extensive, this 

technique was enhanced by aeating man-made landrnarks to guide other traders and 

travelers to distant locations. At tint, directions for the use of these Iandmvks were passed 

on o d l y  from master to apprentice. Record keeping of these directions was the next step 

towatds navigating eftiaently. 

As voyage= ventured across the ocean, the use of landrnarks became less practical and the 

need for better techniques arose The magnetic compass, introduced in the 12"' centus., 

was the main navigational aid to Mediterranean searnen. This led to the technique of dead- 

reckoning, derived from the term deduced reckoning, which used the ship's course and 

speed to estimate cunent position. This estimation was not sufficiendy accurate for long 

voyages, so navigation through the obsemtion of heavenly bodies, padcularly the Sun, the 

moon, and the pole star was used. Techniques of celestial navigation enabled 15* century 

Porniguese seamen to sail beyond Mediterranean waters. These were the eatly days of the 

"Age of Discovery" in which seamen carried out methodical exploation of the Atlantic. 

During this era, the technique of finding latitude and longitude from astronornical 

obsemtions was established. When out of the sight of land, searnen could determine a 

ship's position with increased reliability. These techniques became the basis of modem 

navigation. 

The need for detemiinhg exact position led to other methods and development of new 

tools and devices. The sextant and an instrument cdled "Jacob's staff" had dibrated scales 
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and a sight which were used to iine up a heamly body and the horizon, g h g  the 

longitude and latitude of the current location. In the mid 1700s. the tirrt official British 

nautical almanac aras published to help sailors determine longitude kom lunar obsemtions. 

At about the same tirne. accurate tirne-keeping devices such as the chronometer aided 

mariners by providing reliable and accurate determination of latitude and longitude. 

In the early 1800s, the concept of ''Line O t Position" was introduced. which was basicaily a 

line indicating a series of possible positions of a craft. The point of intersection of two or 

more of these lines was known as the 'fix'. This technique of position futng is the basis of 

today's modem naigahon, the only diffemice being in the methods of obtaining the lines 

of position and the accuracy obtained. The need for more accurate and faster readings led 

to more technological advancements. Hence devices such as the gyrocompass and sonic 

depth soundea were developed in addition to the existing techniques for position location. 

In the early 20' centurg, the fint radio aid to navigation was invented. A radio msmitted 

a time signal which was used to detemine longitude; it in effect replaced the chronometer. 

Later on with more advancements in technology, the ship's bearings could be detennined 

fiom ~o land-based radio transmittes using the line of position technique. Radio 

techniques had a definite advantage over observation methods in that they were not 

aKected by weather conditions such as fog or cloudiness. 

During World War 1 and afier, technological advances in the field of radio navigational 

techniques and electronics took place apidly to respond to more stringent navigational 

needs for aviation. Much &ter position location was requùed during World War II. The 

problem of enemy detection led to the invention of RADAR (radio detection and ranging), 

using hi& fiequency radio energy. The RhDAR system illurninated the air space Mth radio 
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waves, and when a target such as an aircrafi entered the air space, it scattered and reflected a 

s d  part of the radio energy back to the RADAR'S antenna This small reflected signal was 

used to determine the range and bearing of a i r d  

In the 1940s and 1950s the technique of hyperbolic navigation came into use. This method 

involved lines of position in the form of hyperbolae. It was based upon the accurate 

measurement of the difference in time taken by the radio signals fiom two fived 

tmnsmitters to reach the receiver. This hyperbolic technique led to systems 1ike LORAN 

(Long RAnge Navigation), OMEGA, and even to the present day technology of GPS 

(Global Posi tioning System). 

1.2 RANCE MEASUREMENT 

Typical navigation system use either direction (theta) or a range (rho), to c h l a t e  a 

position relative to a number of fixed bacons. Direction Finding (DF) is simple but is 

typically accurate only to an angle of one degree or more Mth site errors [l]. In absolute 

terms this is not that accurate. The accunte navigational systems employ ranging or rho 

measurements. 

The consistent speed of the propagation of -es is the basis for ranging systems. 

SONAR ranging, inftared canging and radio fiequency ranging are three common range 

measurement techniques used today. Depending on the fiequency of the periodic wave 

used, these techniques are best suited for certain applications. A bnef explanation of some 

of the major ranging systems is given in [SOI and a fear are listed belouc 

SONAR range mcasurement: The SONAR (an acronyrn for Sound NAMgation 

and Ranging) method is based on the reflection of undemater sound waves 
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traveling at the rate of 1,500 m/sec (5,000 feet/sec.) A typical SONAR system ernits 

an ultrasonic wave in the fiequen y range anywhere fiom 20 kHz to 1 GHz (audible 

sound waves extend €rom 30 to 20,000 Hz.). The attenuation of sound waves 

increases with the frequency used; higher frequency waves attenuate €aster. The 

sound waves are subject to refiaction, refletion, and scattering upon hitting a solid 

object A SONAR system transmits a short pulse of scund energy using an 

undemater hydrophone; the time taken by the waves reflected by a target to reach 

the transmitter indicates the position of the target The applications of this method 

lie mainly in undemater detection and location of objeas by acoustical echo. The 

extent and effectiveness of SONAR cm be affected by turbulence in the water, 

unwanted reflection by the surfice, and other sources of noise. 

Infrand Laser Range Measuremuic Emission of energy as electromagnetic 

waves in the portion of the spectmm just below the visible red is infared radiation. 

The speed of infiared waves traveling through air is the s m e  as that O€ the speed of 

light (3 x 10' m/s). The infmed LASER (Light Amplification by Stimulated 

Emission of Radiation) is generated by inducing electmns to faIl to a lower energy 

level in a synchronized manner, producing coherent photons which can be focused 

into a r~arrow beam of infrared light. To measure distance, this beam of inhared 

light is transrnitted and reflected fiom a highly refiective and focused prism 

arrangement. The amount of time required for the light to retum to the transmitter 

is converted to the range, Le. distance traveled. This technique can measure 

distances very accuratelg, usually in the order of centimeters. Due to die highly 

accurate mesurement capability, the main application of i n h d  ranghg has been 

in the field of commercial sumeying. The main limitation of this technique is that 
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line of sight is required and that distortion or attenuation of the reflected wave due 

to any atmospheric condition leads to erron. Presence of heat mves  Ning from 

the ground or dust clou& may also result in reduced accuncy or inopediiity. 

RF (Radio Frequency) range mcasuremeat: RF waves extend from 3 kHz to 

1060 GHz and the different fkquencies have différent characteristics. Diverse 

navigational applications have utilized these ciifferences, and as noted by 

Dodington[l4] " . . . tbm an, mn~eq~/ent&, many &i$imnt y t e m  in me, none n'rnnckmeou~~ 

d&ng fbe raqw'nmenfijm bjqb acmg, loga $mica arr, und loiy M.." Al1 RF signals 

travel at, or  just slightly lower than, the speed of light. This predictable RF 

propagation velocity is used to measure distance. h.ieasurement of propaption 

delay from a transmitter to a receiver is directly proportional to the distance 

between the transmitter and the receiver. Because signaling waveforms that 

modulate the carrier are also functions of time, the time difference in a signaling 

waveform in traveling h m  a transmitter to a receiver can also be used directly to 

measure distance. The limitation of any RF positioning system is the result of 

interference from unwanted reflection, fading, and multipath. 

RF ranging techniques are c u m t l y  the most common methods used in navigational 

systems. A bief investiption of the most commonly used RF ranging applications d l  

illustrate their paaicular characteristics. 

Types of RF Ranging 

nie different methods used to measure propagation delay of a periodic wave through air 

result in systems or techniques with different limitations and advantages. nie following 
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sections describe briefly the principle and the capability of some cornmon RF ranging 

techniques: 

Radar 

This is one of the most cornrnonly known applications of radio fiequency ranging. 

This method was originally developed Cor rniliorg applications. The propertg of RF 

waves reflecting fiom conductive sufices is utilized. A directionai antenna is used to 

trammit a pulse of RF wave towards a conductive target and the time required for the 

reflection caused by the target to retum to the antenna is then measured. This 

measured tirne is a representation of the distance of the target fiom the antenna The 

targe!t is not aware of its detection and no special hardware is required at the target 

(passive system). This technique is particularly usehil for militvg applications. 

However, the accuracy of the received reading is normally on the order of tens of 

meters. Accuracy is limited by the ability of the system to accurately measure the thne 

difference betsveen transmission and reception of a radar pulse. A fùrrher limitation of 

this system is its inability to distinguish signals that are refiected by erroneous objects. 

Multiple Frequency / Tone Ranghg 

This technique uses multiple coherent tones that modulate a carrier. Al1 tones are 

started at the same phase. At a point Crom ongin, the tones have a phase relationship 

which is indicative of the range. The collective phase information can be used to 

reduce the ambiguities. Ambiguity is a problem with single freqeency continuous wave 

systems which are discussed next 
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CW (Continuous Wave) Ranging 

In this technique, a M i e r  is transrnitted with a h o w n  phase. The carrier is ceflected 

fiom a stationarg tramponder, and the phase of the reflection receimd is compared to 

the phase of the transrnitted signal. The phase d ikence  is proportional to the 

distance traveled by the carrier €rom the transrnitter to the m s p o n d e r  and back A 

receive-only mobile can measure the phase difference between the transmissions from 

both the original trammitter and the tramponder. The phase difference detemines a 

hyperbolic line of position for the mobile. Phase differences measured from additionai 

transponders provide additional hyperbolic lines of position; their intersection provide 

the 'fiu' or the position of the mobile. 

Highly accurate posiaoning a n  be achieved if accurate phase measurements can be 

made. A CW system has been developed using an accurate phase-measurement 

technique to achieve position accuracy to within + 15 cm [18]. This accuracy is 

obtained by measuring the phase with digitai techniques and by actively compensating 

for various circuit delays [19]. 

CW systems are associated with a problem called range arnbiguity. Measurement of the 

phase difference reveds only the fraction of the wavelength; the integer number of 

wavelengths (mod 2n) remains unknown, and thus the solution is ambiguous. A 

remedy to this dilemma would be to have the range of operation limited to less than 

one wavelength. The more practical solution involva starring fiom a known position, 

'initialking', and then tracking the integer number of wavelengths in the range as the 

mobile moves. This is called 'cycle tracking'. Another limitation of the CW systern is 
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that since it operates at only one fiequeny, the effects of multipath and fading can 

render the system inoperable in certain areas. 

Spread Spectmm Ranging 

Spread spectrum techniques were initially developed by the rnilitary to send data and 

messages which would not be affected by jamrning (iitentional intederence) and would 

not be detected by the enemy. This is donc by transmitting the information over a 

bandwidth that is much larger than normally required. Consequendy, the narne 'spread 

spectrum' is used. A Pseudo-random Noise (PN) pattern known to both the 

transmitter and the receiver is used. The transmitter modulates its carrier with the PN 

pattem, and the receiver uses the sarne PN pattern to detect and match the incoming 

signal. The receivec is said to collapse or 'despread' the signal. Since the carrier energy 

is spread over a wide spectrum, the effects of multipath and fading are much less than 

for a comparable CW system. 

Spread spectrum systems have applications in advanced communication and in position 

location. The technique is used in today's GPS which was also developed for rnilitary 

applications-to guide missiles and aiKrafi during tactical operations. There are three 

different types of spread spectrum systerns: chirp, direct sequence and fiequency 

hop ping. 

Chirp spreaà specmim utilizes a modulating signal that linevly m p s  the carrier across 

an extensive part of the spectrum v e y  rapidly, resulting in a wide transmit bandwidth. 

This technique is used in sorne RADAR applications to reduce power [lq, but because 

of difficulties with correlation, this scheme is not commonly used in RF ranging 

systems. 
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Direct sequence spread specaxum system use a binary code to modulate the carrier to 

achieve a wider bandwidth. The propagaton delay of the code, as sem at the receiver, 

is measured to determine a position. The code cycle and rate determines the 

petformance of a direct sequence spread spectmm system. The ranging resolution is 

proportional to the bit rate of the binary code. 

In fiequeny hopping spread spectrum systems, a binary code sh ik  the carrier 

fiequency in a discrete pattern. The code rate employed in these systems is hr Iowa 

than that of direct sequence spread spectrum systerns. Although ranging c m  be 

achieved just as in direct sequence systems, position resolution is poorer because of 

the lower code rates. This technique is mainly used for securely transmitting voice and 

data. 

1.3 PROPOSED AM RADIO POSITIONING SYSTEM 

The applications of navigation which were developed mainly for mility. exigencies have 

now been extended to many civilian uses such as spom and mining. The application mort 

closely linked to early navigation is sumeying. The accuracy needed for sumeying and other 

commercial applications has led to funher advancements in technology. More accurate 

range measurement techniques were developed to obain accurate position location. 

Accurate positioning is needed mosdy in applications like preckion nrming, mine sweeping 

and dnverless vehicles. In mine sweeping, rnapping the location of explosive charges 

cequires a hi& degm of accuracy. Navigating a driverless vehicle to perfom repetitious or 

àanguow tasks dso requires high accuray. 
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In farniing, where repetitious work is involved and expensive chernicals are used to improve 

yield, it & necessary to preOxly guide the operator to avoid waste of tirne and chemicals. 

FYMng , in ia cumnt state, incorporates a series of operations that could be improved 

tremendously with the use of an accurate positioning system (411. A complete treamient of 

this subject is given in the literature [3ïJ-[42]. The following is a list of areas in fami 

operations that could be improved: 

Lateral Oveslap 

A study was conducted [42], that showed that typical laterai overlap in fami operations 

was typically 9 to 10 percent of the implement's width. This costs a rgpical h e r  

seved thousands of dollars annually. Positioning information is required for driving 

accuntely to reduce this overlap. 

Turning Overlap 

Tums are required at headlands and at the perimeten of obstacles. Farrners currently 

make the path they are to follow in an ad hoc fashion. The total distance meled  to 

work a typical field of 160 acres could be shortened by 15 percent. This is shown by 

Liu [30],[31]. 

Night Sprayhg 

Spraying at night c m  reduce the amount or rate of chemical required [21],[35]. The 

efficacy of the chemical is higher at this time and the winds are gmenlly lighter. 
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Variable-Rate Application 

Overall inputs could be reduced if the application rates rnatched the required site 

cequiremena. This resulo in sa* the f m e r  monq and in being less hamihl to the 

environment. 

Spatiaî Variability and Instantaneous Yield 

There is much interest in treating each part of the field as an independent ceIl [38]. 

Grid Pianting 

If plants were planted in a specific grid pattern, the plana themelves could act as mini- 

guidance beacons to visually guide application equipment [40]. Only plana positioned 

exactly in the grid position would be considered as good plants; plants in any other 

position would be considered weeds. 

S m d  Automated Tractors 

An accurate positioning system is the key to autonomous robotic equipment This 

equipment would be more precise and more efficient in carrying out the field 

operations. 

An economic anaiysis [41] of a typical 2000 acre Western Canadian farm show that a 

current annual profit of $10,000 could be increased to a profit of $80,000 using the above 

techniques which in turn rely on pncise positioning technology. What is needed is a low- 

cosc precise positioning system [35]. 

There are many industries that could use a cost effective and accurate positioning system 

to perfom their tasks mon efficicntly. Some of these industries include minin6 logghg 

dredging, and k i n g .  Being able to monitor the location of a smail child, a paroled 
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convict, or  a mentally challenged patient would also be valuable. Positioning information is 

important, but the positioning syrtem must be cost effective and convenient. Currently the 

Global Positioning System (GPS) is considered by many to be the answer to many of the 

positioning needs, but foc some industries it is too expensive and too inaccurate [35l. With 

Differenbal GPS, the accuracy c m  be improved to 3 meters using a local differentid tower 

1531- 

Even though GPS is extremely populac, it too hm shoncomings: 

It is difficult and expensive to achieve sub-meter accuracy when motion is involved. 

It uses a hi& frequency signal in the upper UHF that is easily blocked by trees, 

buildings or terrain. 

The problem is that there is not available, an inexpensive, accucate positioning system that 

could be used to navigate and position moving vehicles and to locate people when they are 

in buildings or surrounded by foliage or other obstacles. To this end, such a positioning 

system is being proposed: 

This thesis investigates the use of using utisting AM radio stations as bacons in a 

continuous wave ranging sys tem. 

The Question : 

#ls  it possible to use a singe teference station and the eixl'sthg AM 

broodcast station ~ns13u'ssions to estabfish O positionhg system with 15 

cm occmcy and coshg less thnn the exz"thg DGPSZU 
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A eingle fmed station and seveml AM radio stations could be used to detamine 

an accurate fi using diffctentil ranging. Since the system would use msting 

AM radio broadcast sites, they would corne 6th no cost. The cost of a single 

f k d  rtation and the mobile receiver would be the only r d  costs. Due to the 

nanue of the frequency of uansmission of the AM sites; it would be possible to 

detamine a Ex inside a building or in trees-essentiaiiy anywhcre an AM signai 

could be received. 

The proposai brings forth some interesting challenges and questions. Because of the long 

wavelength of the AM signais' carrier, it is irnperahve that a very accurate phase 

measurement technique be utilized. Phase must be measured to within a fraction of one 

degree. 

The stations are rot  synchïcnized; t5e rebrenci s ~ i o n  must employ techniques that wili 

in essence synchronize the stations. The stations are at difftrent frequencies; yet the cange 

is detemined from a phase measurement. A technique must be devised to measure and 

compare the phase ofsignals that are not of the same frequency. 

In the pcocess of developing this technique, it becarne evident that two issues were of 

dominant concern: 

1. Extremely accurate phase measurement; 

2 The degcee of phase distortion of the carrier of an AM signal over taro different paths, 

these being to the reference station and to the mobile. 
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Chapter Two explains the pcinQple of operation of the proposed technique; Chapter Three 

deak with practid issues o f  the design and Mplemenmtion o f  the technique; Chapter Four 

kvestigates the second issue above-the degcee of phase distortion of the AM signai. 
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This chapter explains how a positionhg system, ernploying commerad AM radio stations 

and a single stationay reference station, can be used to detemine position fixes for mobile 

stations. 

2.1 PROPAGATING WAVES 

'Wavefiont" and 'bnvelength" are defmed in the following way. A wavefront can be 

considered as an irnaginary surfice. On every part of this sudace, the wave has the same 

phase. The wavelengdi is the shortest distance between taro wavefronts having the same 

phase. The distance must be measured perpendicular to the wavefronts-dong the line that 

repcesents the direction of travel. The length betareen waves (yavelength) is given by: 

where: 

A, = wavelength (m), 

v = velociq of the wave (m/s), 

f = fnquency of wave (Hz). 

Al1 RF mging system rely on a consistent propagation velocity of the radio waves, that 

being the speed of light. c = 3 x 10' m/s. Therefore, for waves traveiing in fiee space (and 

neac enough for waves traveling through air), the wavelength is: 
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k (m) = M O  / f (MHz) 

The deiay of a RF signal in traveling from point A to point B is: 

t = d/c 

where t is the delay(s), d is the distance between A and B (m) and c is the speed of iight. 

Commercial AM ndio stations have a signal spectnim that has a carrier flanked by tùio side 

bands. The carrier, men at full modulation, represents at least 50 percent of the transmïtted 

power and dependiig on the modulating signai, usuaiiy 66 percent or more. It is this carrier 

that Ml1 be used for positioning. 

Although the AM band has radio stations that have carrier frequencies fiom 530 lrHz to 

1650 kHz, the nominal fiequency that will be used in numerous examples to follow arill be 

1000 kHz which has a corresponding wavelength of 300 m or 30,000 cm. 

2.2 BASIC PRINCIPLE OF MEASURING RANGE 

The supposition is that there is an AM radio station that is transrnitting a single fiequency 

(the carrier) to two stations as shown in Figure 2.1. Also (Figure 22), it is noted that bodi 

the fixed reference station, herein called the n/mncc, and the mobile station, herein cdled 

the wobik have counters that are clocked by the passing mefiont.  Now if both counten 

were initially set 4th  the sarne value and if the mobile remained stationary, the counten 

rad  at any later time, would have an identical value. 

16 hoarever, the mobile rnoved one wavelength doser to the AM station, as is shown in 

Figure 21, the value found in its countec would be one greater than the d u e  in the counter 
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of the reference. The difference in value of the two counters woufd be indicative of the 

distance the mobile moved~towards the transrnitter. The distance traveled would be direcdy 

determineci by comparing the value in the counters. It is important to remember though, 

that the countm must be d simultaneously. This a challenging tasic. 

n-\l AM Station 

Figure 2.1 Reference Station and Mobile Station Detecting 
an AM Radio Transmission 

Reference Station 
(fixedl 

( Wavefmnt 

t 7 t--- Mobile Station 

In practice one needs to m a u r e  a fraction of a wavelength and thus the count stored 

Mobile Statior 

between wavefrona in the mobile counter. Note also that al1 counts (or more appropriately 

(initial position) 

differences in counts) are relative to the fked reference station. Thus the velocicg or 

(after moving) 

direction of the mobile does not affect the range measurement. Though there could be a 

Doppler shifi in fiequency, due to the reference station being tixed the range measurement 

is independent of this shik This can be shown more genedy  by considering that the 

mobile moves a distance d, at a velocity v, towards the AM station. Let t be the time it 

takes to travei this distance. During this time of t,,, the number of wamfione crossing the 

reference would be c / A and the nwnber of wavefionts crossing the mobile would be 

(c + v) t/ à... The differrnce in wavefiont crossings between the mobile and the reference 

would then be: 
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d i f f = ( c + + ) ~ / X - C Q / X  

Substituting d/v for t one gets 

diff = d/ Â, 

The ciifference between the counters in the mobile and the reference would be diffwhich is 

the distance the mobile has traveled. It is independent of the velocity of the mobile. 

AssuMng that the counters were read simultaneously, the range distance of the mobile to 

the AM station would be: 

Range-Distance = (Ref-Count - Mob-Count) x h + Reference-Range 

where: 

Range-Distznce is the distance fiom the AM station to the mobile (meten). 

Re€-Count is the latched counter value in the Reference 

Mob-Count is the latched counter value in the Mobile 

X is the wavelength of the AM station's carrier (meten) 

Reference-Range is the distance berneen the Reference and the AM station (meters) 
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1 Communication 1 
Link (trigger) I 

Figure 2.2 Refetence and Mobile Counting the Passing AM 
Radio Wavefkonts 

2.3 DELAY THROUGH THE COMMUNICATION LINK 

If the counters in Figure 2.2 were read at precisely the same time, the difference in the 

count betsueen the reference station and the mobile would be direcdy related to the change 

in the difference in distance the ~o were fiom the AM station. It is not possible to have 

the tsuo counters rad simultaneouslg since the reference and the mobile are separated by 

sorne distance, assumed unknown. Thus the propagation time of the trigger signal is 

unknoam Not only does this propagation delay need to be accounted for but the delay due 

to the entire communication link between the reference and mobile needs to be considered. 
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2.4 THE HWERBOLIC SOLUTION SET 

The value of the mobile's counter represents the difference of =O unknowns, the 

propagrtion deky €rom the AM station to the mobile and the propagation delay from the 

refuence to the mobile. There are sets of propapion delays that GUI produce a ConsMt 

difference - they ate hyperbolic. Il the constant difference is c, the distance fiom the AM 

station to the reference D d- die distance fiom the AM station to the mobile d-, 

and the distance between the mobile and reference is d-; then the hyperbolic 

relabnship exio in -O dimensions: c = (du + d- ) - d- (2.r) 

To undentand how a solution is obrained ftom a set of hyperbolae, it will be assumed that 

the counters were read with the sarne count. What does this mean? It could mean that the 

taro stations were physically in the sarne place, or it could be that the mobile was one 

waveiength further €rom the AM station and, at the sarne time, a distance of one wavelength 

from the ceference. This is shown as a 'O' in Figpre 2.3 at coordinate location (5,O). Al1 the 

points on the line, starting at the relerence and extending to the right would be the set of 

possible position solutions for the mobile. 
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Figure 2.3 Hyperbolic Solutions 

Next assume that the mobile count is hno krger than the reference counr the difference is 

two. This could mean that the mobile is at (3,O) as shown in Figure 23, or it could be at 

any other position that has a difference of two wavelengths. This set of solutions is noted in 

Figure 2.3 with X' . The set of solutions forms a hyperbola. Count differences of 3, 4, etc. 

would Corn other hyperbolic solutions. It is clear then that there is a fvnily of hyperbolae 

that satisfy the set of count diffaences. 

2.5 MEASURING F R A ~ I O N S  OF A CYCLE 

There are s e v d  aspects of the technique that require further scrutiny. In the scenario 

above, only integer numbers of wavelengths were counted. To achieve the desired accuracy 

in tange measurement, it will be necessary to measure a fiaction of a cyde, i.e., the phase of 

the sinusoid. 
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A technique has been dedoped [29] that can be used to measure the fiaction of a 

cycle. This is now explained briefly. Each receiver, of the mobile and the reference, directs 

the carrier to a Phase-Lodred b o p  (PLL) as shown in Figure 2 4  (Mth a divide by 256 in 

the feedbadc loop). The Voltage Controiied Osdator (VCO) then operates at a fkequency 

that is 256 bmer fister than the 06g.ial carrier. If the VCO provides the clock to the 

counten and the count is htched into a register at the defined measurement time, then this 

latched count wiii have 8 bits that represent the hction of the cgde. 

Figure 2.4 Phase-Locked h o p  Measuring a Fraction of a Cycle 

Ambiguity is an issue with continuous wave location systems. The counten. yithout b& 

initialized. can only be used to measure the phase difference of the AM station and the 

reference. The integer number of the phase difference is unknown. Thus while the phase 

measurement identifies the fnctionai position of the mobile relative to taro hyperbolic Yo- 
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phase liner, it does not indicate which of the lines (iitega~) shodd be used. The solution is 

saïd to be ambiguous. 

The rnost cornmon technique to eliminate the arpbiguity is to 'initiaiize'. This means that in 

operating the system, the geographic location of the mobile m u t  be known at the 

beginning of movement of the mobile so that the counters c m  be set accordingly. 

Furthemore, the successive wavelengths must be counted as the mobile Y moved relative 

to the grid Wre pattern of hyperbolic lines. It also means that a mobile entering the 

radiation pattern of the transmimts cannot utilize the system to determine its position 

without being initialized. 

Another approach to eliminate arnbiguity is described by Hawkins [22]. A gross position tix 

is obtained by using a much lower frequency, which in tum has a much larger wavelength. 

The lower frequency is the difference frequency obtained by k i n g  nvo higher frequencies. 

It is suggested that this sarne principle be applied for the proposed AM positioning sptem. 

The lower frequencies would be generated by mixing the signais kom the AM stations. The 

Unplementation of this ambiguity elirnination technique is described in detail in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.12 

2.7 COMMUNICATION LINK 

The communication link is an RF channel that is used to send the trigger tirne and data 

kom the reference to the mobiles. Because the bandwith of this channel is finite; it is 

dificult for it to accuntely convey the exact t r i p  tirne. 

Spchronization of the mobile to the ieference is c r i h l  to the operation of the system. 

One solution would be to have the mobile and reference stations to initially synchronize 
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and then to count carrier cycles of the hk. For exampk, the counters could be arbitrarily 

read at the zero cmssing of evecy millionth cgde of the link's carrier. In Chapter Three, it is 

suggested that a spcead spectrum method be used which obviates the initiaiization. 

The communication link is used not only to syndironize the mobile(s), but aiso to carrg the 

count (phase) data. It is only possible to detesmine a position fisc with the Lnowledge of 

the reference's count 

The link carcies taro hpostant types of information, the tirne mark - when the counters 

should be read - and the value of the countet in the refesence. 

2.8 UTERATURE REVIEW 

There were rnany diffesent aspects to review-the ocigin of the concept, the rational for 

pursuing the work and some of the specific techniques that would be needed to implement 

the concept such as phase measurement and antenna design. 

The o v e 4  concept, which is believed to be original1, borrowed ideas fiom differential 

GPS. Treatments of GPS and DGPS can be found in [51],[53] and many papes fiom the 

Journal of the Institute of Navigation. To test the originality of the proposed positioning 

system a patent search was conducted with the following patents retumed [8],[24),[54]. It is 

believed that out patent does not infringe on those patents. Some parts of the concept are a 

result of working with precise positioning at Accutrais Systerns ~td'. Some of this work 

indudes precise phase measurement by Lem [29] and Fischer [18],[19]. Compensation of 

the radio delay is necessary for the proposed technique to work and it is exphined in the 
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patent by Ficher and Palmer [18]. A paper presented by Cisneros [9] proposes using the 19 

kHz pilot tone of FM stations for positioning. but the 19 kHz. waveiength ïs long and 

accutate phase measurement is diffidt. As a result, accuracy of several meters were the bat 

that could be achieved. One could speculate on the accuracy of the proposed AM system by 

scaling the accuracy 6th the frequency ratio. 1 MHz over 19 kHz would suggest 50 times 

more accuracy4r in absolute terms: 1/50 x 5 rn = 0.010 m 1s this the accuacy that can 

be expected frorn the AM system? 

The ideas fot hyperbola intersection positioning came fiom papers by Fisher [20] and 

Poppe (431. The coordinate determination technique was developed with some hina from 

Blaha [q, and the development of the code was aided by Press L U ] .  Improvernents to the 

algorithm may result fiom Kalman tiltering of which there is a practicai treamient in 

Brownm. 

The impetus and motivation for trying to develop such a positioning system came prirnarily 

fiom W n g .  Rational for precke positioning system used for farming a n  be bund 

mosdy in [37]-1421 but others dso support the need for such systems [21],[35j. 

Precise phase measurement is an integral part of the proposed concept and there is a wealth 

of literature in this area. An example which presents a f a t  reai tirne approach is by AIhiraigi 

[2]. Others indude Coffield [IO] and Michelleti [36]. These approaches to phase 

measurement did not produce the accuracy that would be required for the proposed system 

and did not prove usehl other than in presenting the current smte of the art 

%penence with other navigational systerns s u p t e d  that propagation anomalies would be 

of concem. The literature swch for this pacticular aspect involved looking at a number of 
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papar fiom IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting and IEEE Transactions on Antennas and 

Propagrton. Unfortunatelys most of the papen found on dais topic deal with the 

attenuation of the signal; ve y féw are concemed with the phase distortion. One example of 

the study of AM propaption is by Tmeman [52]. Basic treatrnents of scattering and 

propagation can be found in the classic tart of Skolnik [49] and Arme1 (31. An adas of the 

different indices of refcaction can be found in [48], but this has Little significance for the 

differential scheme described. 

Lom-C is a low fiequency (100 kHz) signai. Its ground wave propagation is exvnined in a 

paper by Samaddar 1471. 

The coherent detection and reproduction of pure Local Osciilator signals d l  rely on Phase 

Locked Loops and Digital Synthesizea. A good treatrnent of this is given by Best [SJ . 

Antenna design and phase centering Ml1 be important. A treatment of this subject is in [25] 

and (27. 

2.9 RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

The idea of using a differential receiver to cancel distortions from a signal is not new. The 

Global Positioning System (GPS) has been using this concept for years [SI]. There is a 

major difference in the carrier freqcency: GPS is in GHz while AM is in MHz, a diffennce 

of three orders of magnitude. Thece are also known propagation effects that are much 

different. The higher fiequency signal essentially propagates dong the line of sight while 

signals in 1 MHz range can bend and difftact. Multipath effects tpiU be different for the two 

as weU. 
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The proposed concept rests on the notion that the propagation anomalies d l  be almost 

identical for both the mobile and the fked station. Obviously the Gu<her the? are apm, the 

p a t e r  the chance that the anomalies will be more independent. The question to be 

answered is h m  much. Most of the Iiterature taiks of fading and attenuation of a channel. 

There ha9 been litde work on the phase distortion that occurs in a channel, e s p e d y  at the 

fiequen cy in question - 1 MHz. 

The research proposa1 is to develop a positioning technique that usa the existing AM radio 

broadcas t towers. The basic theo ry of operation was presented earlier. In principle, it wocks. 

The question that must be addressed is how weii does it wotk, iece how accurate is it? 

The accuracy depends essentialiy on the difkrentid phase clifference of the AM signal 

traveling to the faed beacon and to the mobile. The entire concept rests on tha. The 

remaining problems of synchronization, phase measurement, and coordinate determination 

are secondary. The big question is the degree of phase distortion difference between the 

reference beacon and the mobile. A portion of this thesis (Chapter Four) attempts to 

answer this by reporting the results of an experiment in which the phase distortions were 

measured. 

It was discowred that the phase measurement , to the desired accuracy, was a more onerous 

problem than originaily mticipated. A test circuit was built to masure phase with counters 

and phase-locked loops. 

Two AM car radios were modified so that the L o d  Oscillaton were made coherent by 

locking the rehrence oscillators of the fiequen y synthaizers. The Intemediate Frequen y 

fkom both ndios were monitored with two channels of a dual trace scope. When the 

ndios were tuned to the same station, the OKO IF signals remained stationarg in the sense 
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that the phase difference rernained the same. When the antenna of one of the radios was 

moved toward the AM station, the phase difference of the IFS changed accordingly. 

With the d o s  tuned to different stations, the IF signals dnfted past each other slowly. 

The specinc stations in Regina were CJME (1300 kHz); and CKRM (980 kHz), and they 

were obsemed to di& in frequency ftom that of theù nominal kequen cy by about 5 Hz. 

This initial investigation was usefül in the demonstration of the pMciple, but it was not 

pnctical because for actuai measurements, a wire aras needed benveen the radios to lock the 

reference oscillators. A more elaborate measuring scheme was next attempted with the idea 

that the two units built would be able to act as the reference and the mobile without a wire 

joining them. One of the radio stations would act as the master clock in which the local 

oscillators would be derived. This is explained next. 

2.10 MEASURING THE PHASE WITH THE PU/COUNTER METHOD 

The proposed ranging system is predicated on the rdization of a technique that cm 

measure the phase of signal with extreme accuracy. Although the PLL/counter method 

descnbed earlier provides a convenient vehicle in which to explain the concept, it has many 

short-comings when put to the test. 

A test circuit was built to measure the relative phase of AM radio signals. The counten and 

phase Iocked loops were incorporated into a single Field Programmable Gate Array WIinx 

309û). The block diagram is shown in Figure 25. 
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7 
Antemr 

1300 kJ42 
CJME 

Phase Measutement 
with Phase Locked Loops 

980 kHz 
CKRM 
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Figure 2.5 P U  / Counter Phase Measurement using an FPGA The mixers 
and local oscillators were implemented with Motorola MC3362; the 
phase detectors and counter I dividers were implemented on Xilinx 
3090. The 21.4 MHz oscillators were VCXOs. 

The relative phase difference betarcen w radio stations was to be measured with one of 

the stations carrier signai being used as the reference. It can be noted fiom Figure 2 5  that 
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the radio signals are mixed d o m  to an IF fiequency of 455 kHz. The IF filters were made 

of quartz agstal and therefore had an extremely narrow bandwidth of only a fear hundred 

Hertz. The 455 IF was mked to an even lower IF in preparation to drive a P U  with a 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) running 4096 times fwter. 'Lhe cornmon denominator 

fiequency was 5 kHz. The test circuit was built and w o  AM radio stations were chosen, 

CKRM at 980 lcHz and CJME at 1300 kHz. It was expected that the phase of the 5 lrHt IF 

output would change smoothly at a rate that equaled the error due to the carriers being 

offset €rom theu nominal fiequemies. 

M e r  much fnisaahon, it was conceded that the above technique aras a f;Ulure in tenns of 

accurately measuring the phase of the carriers. The phase-locked loops could not be locked 

celiably with stability. This faluce, while disappointing, was very usehl in identifyuig the 

cruciai aspects of accurate phase measurement. More thought and inquiy was needed to 

address basic questions such as: what is phase masurement? How cm one measure the 

phase difference of signals of different frequencies? Clues for the understanding OC these 

basic questions are ironicaily found in the reasons for the PLL method's failure. 

The P U  method failed because: 

1 The PLL in the above experiment used a "squared-up" sine wave as the edge to which the 

phase detector saried measuring the phase. This is really the sarne as the 'zero-crossing 

point'. For ovedl  accuracy, it is important that this zero-crossing point be first determined 

Mdl extreme accuracy. Even a smdl error here will result in a large VCO phase error. 

Realisticaily, the zero-crossing point can not be determined very preasely; even a small 

mount  of noise wi11 result in the P U  being unstable. It was noted that just one s d l  part 
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of the signal, the zero-crossing aras being employed in measuring the phase. It was learned 

here that i t  would be much better if the entire signal were to be used to m a u r e  the phase. 

2 The M i e r  under hili modulation disappears momencarily. Ya, narrow band IF fdtering 

helps to hold the carrier, but even then it can become quite small. The agsd IF filten' 

bandwidth was about 200 Hertz, but occasionally a strong modulating signal with a 

fiequency of less than 100 Hertz was observed. With the carrier being ve y s r n a  albeit 

only momenmrily, i t  was not uncomrnon to miss the zero-crossing edge resulting in 

unstable PLLs. 

3. The narrow IF filters were of concem. It is clear from the previous remark, that the IF 

filters should be narrow to acquire only the carrier of the AM signal, that is to filter off the 

side-bands. However, there are problems in using extremely narrow band, hi& Q Wters. 

F k s ~  it must be realized that the carriers of commercial radio stations can be in error by as 

much u 25 Hz. If a filter is made too narrow, it may exdude the carrier fmpiency in 

question. Secondly, a high Q filter would have a vey rapidly changing phase response 

across its bandwidth, the vey thing that is to be measured with extreme accuracy. Changes 

in temperature or aging could alter the phase delay considerably and destroy the integcity of 

the phase measurement. Since the channel is not common to al1 the radio stations, but only 

to a single station, the phase error through the IF tilten is additive. 

It ans conduded that the PLt/Counter method is not practical. Before pmenting a 

pcacticai technique in the next chapter based on digital signal processing methods the 

concept of phase diffennce is discussed. 
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2.11 THE ~~EANING OF PHASE DIFFERENCE 

Before one c m  measure the phase of a signal, it is important to have an appreciation for the 

meaning of phase or phase difference. Mathernatically, a sinusoidal signal of kequency, a, 

and phase. 6, is represented as: 

Although this might seem sonnvhat trivial, it is important to note that the phase as shown 

is a constan5 buc is it reaily? The phase is dso embodied in the fiequency and is a function 

of the .  At any gmai t h e ,  the signal MI1 have a specific phase. Apparendy it can be 

concluded that a phase measurement has only a relative meaning; a phase measurement is 

done in relation to something, in this case time. 

Another question &ses: If a sinusoid is distorted with harmonics and noise, how is it 

possible to d e h e  what the phase of the signal is at any given tine? Again, this might seem 

trivial, but it is an important issue that must be addressed. Now to d e h e  the phase of the 

signal, one must define the fundamental fiequency and ignore the harmonics and additive 

noise. A single sample of the signal at an arbitrary point in time will not yield adequate 

inforrnation to measure the phase; the entire signal with many sarnples is needed to 

measure the phase. 

Yet motha dilemma arises when the phase of t i ~ o  signals is to be measured with the taro 

signals in question being of much dilferent frequency. For example, how is it possible to 

measure the phase difference beween the caniers of a radio station at 620 kHz and at 1300 

kHz? It wiU be noted that commercial AM radio stations have nominai frequeny 

assignments spacing of 10 lrHz Indeed, 10 13Iz is the gceatest cornmon-denominator 
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frequency of al1 the AM stations. If the phase were measured with a time period 

corresponding to 10 kHz ( 0.1 ms), this would be a common phase measurement tirne. If 

the d o  stations were exady on frequency, the phase diCCesence measurements of the 

d o  station's carriers would cemain the same when measured periodidly every 0.1 m. A 

changing phase diffaence would be indicative of a fiecpency error of the casrier in 

question. 

The above discussion can be concluded with two obsemtions. Fi% in order to measwe 

the phase of a distorted signal, it is imperative that the measurement be done in such a 

fvhion that the signai is obsemed over a prolonged time; one sample or one quick 

obsemtion like a zero-crossing is not adequate. Secondly, the naturai time penod for 

obsemtion would be that of the tirne period of the greatest cornmon-denominator 

frequency of 10 kHz which is 0.1 ms. 

A means was devised to m a u r e  the phase of individual AM carriers using a digital 

technique with a Discrete Fourier Transfom DFT. The implementation of this technique 

is the topic of the next chapter. 
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To implement the concept of measuring range with an AM d o  signal to an accuracy of 

cenhmeters, requires circuiag that can m a u r e  the phase to within a W o n  of one degree. 

The PLL technique that was suggested in Chapter Two did not prove to be practicai. The 

major portion of this chapter describes a digital technique that proved to be p d c a l  and 

accurate. 

3.1 W U R I N G  THE PHASE OP THE SIGNAL WITH DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

A digid technique has been developed to perfonn the functions of phase measurement and 

counting for the AM radio positioning system as descnbed in Chapter Two. The counten 

that track each of the AM smtions carrier signal are not reaiized in hardware, but in s o h c e  

using Direct Digid Synthesis (DDS) and Discrete Fourier Transfomis @FI'S). These 

fùntions are irnplemented with a Digitai Signal Processor (DSP) which aiso performs other 

fiinctions, such as the arctan, to detemine a fut. 

Figure 3.1 shows the basic components of a radio receiver that would be used b r  the 

reference station or the mobile. The entire AM band is detected and arnplified. The 

amplifier h u  a controlled gain and is adjusted so that the incoming s i g d  is a the full scale 

range for the subsequent A/D. The A/D samples the signal as dictated by the sampling 

dock with qu~itized samples passed to the Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The DSP 

pedomis a Dicrete Fourier Transform on eadi AM radio station's signal. This is used to 
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estimate the carrier phase and fmluency, whicb ultimately are used to detvmine range(s) 

and a position k. 

Figure 3.1 Digital Receiver for the Reference or the Mobile. 

The design of the components and parameters of the digital receiver are constrained by 

practical component specifications, desired accuracy, update rate, latency of position 

detemination, the number of radio stations in use, regJato y spectrum allocation and cost. 

Some aspects of the above and how they are reflected in the design paramters of die DDS 

and DIT are dkcussed next. 

Direct Digitai Synthcsis 

The objective of Direct Digial Synthesis, when used in this application, is to produce a 

sinusoidal signai that is of the same frequency as that of the AM radio station's d e r .  A 

si nu soi^ loohip table is a criticai component to this process. Only one lookup tabk is 

used for the entire cange of AM carrier fiequencies. The lookup table stores d u e s  of a 

cosine over one cycle. Since the clock rate is constant, différent carrier fiequenaes are 
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obtained by decimating the samples, i.e., every sample is r d  out or every second one, or 

th94 etc. An important parameter is the size (n) of the lookip table. It is detemwied by 

the maximum number of samples/cycle that is acceptable at the highest AM carrier 

fkquency and by the maximum dock rate that is practicaliy fkb le .  

It was observeci earliec that the cornmon-denorninator frequen y for the proposed system 

wu 10 kHz. Multiplying 10 kHi by 256 would give a dock rate of 256 MHz. If the counter 

uns incremented by one for each dock cycle, a signal of 10 kHz would be synthaized 

Incremenhg the counter by n for each clock cyde would produce a 10n kHz signal. Thus 

any noMnal AM radio fiequen y, fiom 530 to 1650 kHz could be generated or synthesized 

in this manner. 

The desùed fiequency predetemines the d u e  that is set in the phase register (see Figure 

3.2); or the value conained in the phase register determines the frequency of the 

synthesized signal. The phase is accumuiated in the phase accumulator to produce an 

addcess to the lookup table for each sarnple period. The phase register and the phase 

accurnulator register are accessed by s o h e ,  and more details on their site and the 

sampling rate are given in Sections 3.4 and 3.7. 

Discrete Fourier Transfocm 

The Discrete Fourier Truwform ('FI) is the bndarnental process of the system. It not 

only measures the phase and fiequen y of the selected AM radio station's carrier, but it also 

does the selection of the AM station in question by acting as a nmow pus-band filter. The 

DlT is a correlation of two signals sl(t) and s,(t) in which one of the signais sl(t) is a 

i-fi complex sinusoid composed of a phasor of the type e- . 
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Figure 3.2 Operational Block Diagram of Direct Digital 
Synthesis and the Discrete Fourier Ransform 

By means of the Euler identity the Founet Transfom (FI) of s,(t) can be represented by 

j cos(2xfi) s2(t) dt - j j sin(2xfi) s2(t) dt, Le., a ml part whiçh is s,(t) conelated with 

cos(2xfi) and an irnaginary part which is s,(t) comlated with sin(21tfi). Equivakndy the 

F o u k  Transfomi can be expressed as an amplitude (Rd' + ~rnaginarf) " and phase, 

tan" (Irnaginary/Reai). For the sarnpled signal the Fourier Transfomi becomes 
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a Disaete Fourier Transfomi @FI) Mth: 

where N is the totd number of samples, and the factor k sets the frequency of the sinusoid. 

The phase register as shown in Fipre 3.2 would hold the value of k. The sinusoids required 

for the DFT are synthesized as shoum in Figure 3.2. The sarnples of the cosine and sine are 

multipüed by the signal sample and accumulated, as shown at the bottom of Figure 3.2 

Besides measuring the spectral content of the incoming signai, the DFï aiso plays another 

important r o l e i t  selects the AM station from the Mde AM band that ha d the AM 

stations. It does this vecy well, without distortion and 4th  consistent delay. The pas-band 

of this implicit filter can be made very narrow by extending the time over which the sarnples 

are taken. 

The center fiequency of this filter oui be easily adjusted to match that of the AM radio 

station's carrier in question, so that the carrier is tracked with great precision. The tracking 

of the fiequency of the AM signai's carrier would be a continuou process. Initially the 

receiver would not know the exact fiequency of the station, since a radio station's carrier 

can differ kom the nornind fmluency by as much as 25 Hz (See Tabk 3.2). Therefore, 

the phase cegister would be loaded with the nominal frequeny and then tuned to the 

precke fiequency of the station. 
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The tracking of the b e r  starts with D F ï s  being performed on the carrier at a spenfic 

rate, for example 10 per second. The phase is measured and noted. The change in phase 

over the tirne i n t e d  is the fiequency error benveen the D I T S  sinusoid and that of the 

AM station. The phase register k then modified to compensate for this error and 

subsequendy adjusted until the is no change in phase from one DFï to the next At such 

time the center fkquency of the implicit filter matches exacdy that of the carrier in 

question. 

In summary. it is noted that the DFT foms the basis for fiequency tracking phase 

measurernent and seletion of the AM station. How weII it perfomis these functions wiii 

depend on the number of sarnples, N, the sampling rate. the precision of k. the resolution 

of the ADC and the size of the sine/cosine lookup-table. These are issues that are treated in 

the subsequent sections. Another possible source of error would be the aperture time of the 

ADC. However since the highest frequency to be measured is lus than 1.6 MHz with the 

aperture time being typically a fear ns'; over this tirne the sinusoid being measured could be 

considued linear. Also since the mobile and reference would be using the same ADC with 

the same aperture time this effect would be largely compensated. For these reasons aperture 

tirne of the ADC will not be considered hrther. 

3.3 RESOLUTION OF THE A/D AND DYNAMIC RANGE 

How rnany bits of resolution an needed to digitize the broad band signal - 8, 12. 162 

Certainly one does not want to over specifjr the resolution, as the cost for Analog to Digid 

Convetters (ADC) increases with precision. 
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To detemine the number of bits of resolution that would be required for the ADC, a 

phasor at zero degrees is considered. The phasor has two parts, the r d  and the imaginary, 

which should be of magnitude one and zero respettively. Due to quantization, the 

magnitudes could be in error by as much as one half of one least significant bit (V2 ISB). 

When normalized this would be Y2 LSB over the hll scale value of ADC. In terrns of how 

this affects the resulting angle, the error in the d put (!/2 LSB ooec the f'uil sale  d u e )  U 

not significant and wil be ignored. The error in the irnaginary part though MU affect the 

resulting angle as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3 Phase Angle Error due to Quantization 

A ~atLab@' program was written to determine the worst case and tgpicai error due to the 

quantbation. The program is listed below and the cenila are o h m  in Table 3.1. 

% AD.m 
% A program to determine the number of bits of A/D resolution 
% required. Imagine the real and imaginary parts of a phasor at zero degrees 
% the mal part has an amplitude of one, mile the imaginary part should be 
% zero, but because of quantization noise. it may be as large as % LSB for 
% any given sample; this would be the worst case and would result in a phase 
% error. If one assumes a wavelength of 300 meten (1MHz) then this phase 
% error can be converted to a range error. 
% If many samples are used, the average, or typical error will be much less 
% îhan the worst case. 
fprintf(' RANGE ERROR DUE to QUANTIZATION ERROR Li\nV); 
fprintf('6its of N D  Worst Average or\nV); 
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fprintf('Resolution Case(an) Typical(cm)\nW); 
for r=2:12 % bits of resolution 
wont = (atm ( 142%) )Il) 30000/(2*pi); 
for i=1:4; % do it four times for average 
for n=I:lO; 
s(n) = (rand - 0.5)/(2Ar); % imaginary part of samples varies by W LSB 
end; average0 = abs(atan(sum(s)/l 0)) 3000/(2*pi); 
end; fprintf('%2i %7.2f %5.2f\nV,r,worst,sum(average)N); 
end; 

Table 3.1 Range Error Due to Quantization Error 

The resulting phase error was indicative of the rang error. For aumple, if the resulting 

phase was one degree in error, this would be equivalent to a range error of: 

1/360 x wlvelength of the carrier, oc typically 1/360 x 300 m = 5/6 m. (3.3) 

Table 3.1 shows both the wont case error and the average or typical error. If many samples 

are taken. the pcobability of having a measurement with the wont case error is extremely 

small; yet it may be somewhat rash to consider only the average. It is noted that the worst 

case L about 100 times bigger than the average; so, perhaps it would be prudent to consider 

the quantkation e m r  to be the woat  case divided by 10. Doing this. 5 bits gives 15 cm of 
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accuracy, 6 bits-7 cm, and 7 b i t s 4  cm of cange accuracy. For a radio positioning system, 

4 cm oferror was deemed acceptable, and therefore 7 bits of A/D resolution are needed. 

The above simulation ans done with the signai in question occupying the fuU dynamic range 

of the A/D. In a practid broadbuid application only the 1-t signal could be adjusted 

so that its amplitude was that of the hli range of the A/D. The signal €rom the more 

distant stations would be much weaker and would actend over only a portion of the A/D's 

voltage range. By d i n g  the specmim of the AM band on a spectmm analyzer, it ans 

clear that the strength of the AM radio stations carrier could differ by 30 dB, which is a 

ratio of 31.6 or equivaiendy 5 bits worth of A/D resolution. Additional dynarnic range 

could be accommodated with additionai A/D resolution. Each additional bit of resolution 

i n m e s  the dynamic range by 6 dB. 

It is apparent that 7 bits of resolution are required to m a u r e  the phase accurately and that 

at least 5 bits are required to accommodate the dynarnic range of the AM signais-a tord of 

12 bits. If the radio stations differ in amplitude by more than 30 dB, a 13 or 14 bit A/D 

should be specified. 

The determination of the sampling rate is constrained by the processing power of the 

Digital Signal Processor (DSP) in performing DFI's uid by the required update rate for the 

positioning system. Other determining factors in selecting the sampling rate are the 

cornmon denorninator fmluency of the AM stations and the length of the sine/cosine 

loohrp tables. 
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For a typical DSP (Motorala 56002) mnning at 40 MHz a DFï multiply and accumulate 

(MAC) for 8 radio stations could be perfonned in 0.5 mec. This would constrain the 

sampling rate to something leu than 2 MSarnples/s (MS/s) . The Motorah 56002 aras used 

sirnply because it was anihble. Other DSPs would have worked equally as well. 

The highest fiequency radio station is 1.65 MHz. If sampling were to be done at the 

Nyquist rate, a smpling rate of at les t  3.3 MS/s would be used If the positioning system 

being proposed is to be used to guide and control vehicks, several position updates are 

required per second. Assume ten updates per second are specified. This means that a Dm 

must be compkted in 0.1 seconds. In the simulation done in Section 3.5, it is shown that 

8000 sarnples are the minimum number of sarnpla that should be considered in a DFï 

session to ensure a reasonably small 'end effect'. Therefore, 8,000 sarnples taken in 0.1 

seconds, would set the sample rate at 80 E/s. 

It would appear that the sampling rate should be at least 80 kS/s, but because of DSP 

performance, should not exceed 2 MS/s. To masure the phase of signals that are at 

different fiequencies, it is also necessary for the sampling rate to be related to the fiequency 

of the signals measured. The common denominator fiequency of the AM radio stations is 

10 kHz. In other words, the phase of ail sipals that are evenly divisible by 10 kHz d l  be at 

the same phase evey 0.1 ms. The sample clock should be set to a frequen cy that is evaily 

divisible by 10kHz. For example, 2 MHz would be acceptable since it can be divided by 10 

LHz Mthout a remainder. The multiple of 10 kHz that is selected MI1 be hrgely determined 

by the size of the sine/cosine lookup table. 

The AM radio station at 620 kHz is used to explain how the sampling clock is rehted to the 

size of the sine/cosine lookup-table. First assume that the sample/DFT clock is 10 13Iz and 
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that the phase register is such that the phase of the synthaized sine wave is advanced by 1 

cgde for a c h  clock period. The phve offset would hold 620,000/10,000 = 62 (for 620 

kHz). If this was done for al1 radio stations, and if the? were exactly on kquency, then 

every 0.1 ms the phases of d l  the mdio stations would be the sarne. With this scenario the 

sampk rate would be 10 kS/s. 

The sine/cosine loohip table could be of any length but to taalitate simple rollover of the 

addras only those of length 2" are considered here. The above sampling rate of 10 kS/s 

then needs to be increased by the tactor 2.. A large n Ml1 require a very high sampling rate. 

The decimation which detemines the DDS freqwn y ais0 interacts Mth the sampling rate. 

As an aumple if the sampling rate is to be reduced by a factor of 4 then the d u e  in the 

phase register should be increased by a factor of 4. Instead of6& the value of 248 would be 

put into the phase register and a lookup-table of lengdr 2'' could be used with sample rate 

of 256 MS/s. 

Altematively a factor of 8 (62 x 8) could be used with the 2" site table and a sample rate of 

1.28 MS/s and for a factor of 16 (62 x 16) a sample taie of 640kS/s is used. Because of 

consaaints of the lookup table length and the common denominator Crequency of 10 IrHz, 

the choice of sampling rates becomes: 0.64, 1.28, 2.56, 5.12, or 10.24 MS/s. It is better to 

have more samples taken 4th the highest sampling rate possible, yet as mentioned 

previously there MI1 be practical limits set pcimvily by the processing power adab le  with 

the DSP in performing DDSs and DFLS. With these considecations the sampling rate of 

12û MS/s is proposed tentatively. 
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In order to maximize the efficiency of the DSP to achieve the highat sampling rate 

possible, the following suggestions are put fomxd: 

The sampling and processing are sepvate functions. A batch of samples could be 

coliected and stored in memory while the DSP is pmcessing the prewious batch. This 

maLes the DSP much more efficient as it c m  sweep through the batch of samples 

accumulating the reai and the irnaginarg paro without having to Save and retzieve the 

accumulator on a& iteration. The disadvantages would be the requirement of more 

memo y, additionai cirniitry for switching b e ~ e e n  batches of sampled data and a slight 

increase in latency of position determination. 

The Direct Digital Synthesis places a heavy burden on the DSP. The DDS is prirnacily 

an 'add-and-accumulate' and this could easily be implemented with a Field 

Programmable Gate Amy (FPGA). It is saongiy recornmended that the DDS be 

implemented in hardware. 

Undes-Sampiing, aliasing 

The AM band extends €rom 530 to 1650 kHz. The sampling m e  should be at least mice 

the highest fkquen y, or 3.3 MHz. The choice of sampling frequencies is limited to 5.12, 

256, 1.28. or 0.64 MS/s. Aliasing is not a problem with 5.12 MS/s, but it g t s  

pmgressively worse with the other four rates. Undetsarnpling, has the effect of having 

undesirable images being added to the authentic signal before sampling. For example, if the 

sampling rate is 640 kS/s and the signal to be measured is at 540 kHz then as well as the 540 

kHz, images kom 1180 kHz and 740 kHz will be aliased ont0 the specmm at 540 kHz. 

When these images are at fmluencies of existing strong bioadcast transmissions; there is a 

pmblem This is the risk with undersarnpling. It may be that some radio stations cm not be 
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used. Table 3.2 lists a set of radio stations that were locally observable. The columns are the 

images that would resuh fiom Pvious sarnpling rates. Images that could be d o  stations 

are shown in italics, actuai confias with the set are shown in bold. It is apparent fkom the 

table that 256 MS/s, 1.28 MS/s and even 640 kS/s would be acceptable sampiing rates with 

only minor conflicts of image frequenda. To conclude, of those listed the fistest sampling 

rate should be selected, with the provision that the DSP is able to process the samples. 610 

kS/s would be the lowest acceptable rate, but 1.28 MS/s is the preferred choice and the set 

of stations listed would work with minimal aliasing problem for this location. The aiteria 

for s e l e c ~ g  a set of stations in a given area is presented in Section 3.10. 

.m:a@:::*;.::.::::.:::.: . . -  -. . ..................... ................. ::RJna&':':":":; '":"'"ii.:'i~ared;i:"Frtguency; ....................... .......................... .............................. ............................... ... 
;;SigfiGG!;&;;;: ; g;ii;i:;i;;;i;i,*8'MS 

.... 
.......... :ii;::;i;f:~';:540'~~i;~:i'~~i:;i~:;.~;~iii;- ............ ......... ......................................... .......................................... .:. .:.:::::::: 2020 740 740, 1 180 86;0,740. 1 180 

1960 680 684 !240 920,689 1240 
1940 660 660,1260 940,660,1260 , 

.... ........................................................................ ................. ..................... 1880 600 6;00,1320 7000,6;00,1320 
,iiiiir;;i~;i:~~~Oiii'iiii;;ii;;iii'i;;;i~iO7s~~i~f f@i/:!!i ............... ...................................... ............................................................... ............... .............. .P...... 

1840 560 560, 1360 1040,560. 1360. 
................ ................ 8~iiii;;iiii;;i;' iiii;;; ....... ........ ............................. ................ J oig~ii+i~~::::::: 1760 480 160,1440 1W,160,1440 ....................................... 

1740 460 180, 1460 1140,180. 7460, 
............................................................................ ............... ...;........... &oi.......................@.(j2...4. ..-. ........ 

1720 440 200, 1480 116;0,200, 1480 
................ ........................ ........... , ................ .. ..................... .......................................;.. ::.. ::;:::::: 
::,:.::,::::.::::::::::::::.:::;I::::::.:: ............................... :::::::::::::::92oi;;i'iiiiiiii;i ......S........ ,;i;;i;Q:I)Qi;'::.f2i;ii;iii 1700 420 220. 1500 1 180.220.15tXJ 
............... .............................. ......... .::: . :::::::: 1040 360 280, 1560 1340,280, 1560 ....................................... 

1580 300 360, 1620 1400.360, 1620 , 
1440 160 500,1760 7440,500,1760 
1400 1 20 540,1800 7480,540,1800 
1260 20 680,1940 1620,680.1940 , 

, Potential Conflict -> 5 5 18 32 
Actual Conflict -> O 2 3 8 - 

Table 3.2 Conflicting AM Radio Station Images Resulting 
from Various Sampling Rates. The Relative 
Amplitude and Frequency Error were Measured with 
an 8000 point DFT on local AM stations. 
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The proposed rangng system demands a very accurate phase measurement. One potentiai 

cause of phase measurement error is quantization noise as was discussed in Section 3.2 A 

more senous error in phase measurernent resula when the DFî is applied to a signal record 

length that does not contain an integral number of carrier cycles, a phenornenon called hem 

the 'end effect'. 

One would expea that as the signal record length is increased, i.e., the number of cydes 

considered is increased, the phase error due to the end effect is reduced. This is shown in 

the analysis that folioan. Bo& the discrete and the continuous case are malyzed, since the 

two are not necessacily identical, at least not in detail. Besides the end effect the 

consequences of an arbi~ary starting time and also the sampling rate on the resultant phase 

measurement are analyzed. 

End Effcct 

A simple acample is used to explain end-effect. A more general treatment is given later. 

Consider a signal, cos(2nft). If this signal is sampled and the samples processed with a 

DFï, the expected phase would be zero degrees. ICa single sarnple is taken just before ~ / 2  

at 89 degrees, then the DIT has a r d  part of [cos(1.5533)] * = ( 0.0175 )2 = 3.06 x lo4 and 

an imaginary part of sin(1.5533) x cos(1.5533) = .9998 x 0.0175 = 0.0175. 

The resultant phase as measured by the DFï is then: 

aman( Unaginary/reai) = arctan(0.0175 / 3.06 x 109 = 1.5533 radians or 89 degna; not 

zero! Why the erroc? 
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Maybe the example k absurd. Certainly it is not possible to masure the phase of a signai 

with only one sample. What if three samples are used? 

Again c o n s i d e ~ g  the tirne signai , cos(21tfi), where three samples are taken, at 45 degrees, 

135 degrees, and at 225 degrees. The r d  parc of the DIT would then be 

cos(n/4) ' + cos(d4) ' + cos(n/4) ' = 1.5 and the imaginary part 

cos(n/4) x sin(x/4) - cos(n/4) x sin(rt/4) + cos(n/4) x sin(n/4) = O.S. 

The mevured angle would be arctan(0.5/1.5) = 0.3218 rad or 18.4 degrees. 

Still an enor of over 18 degrees. However if an additional sample at 315 degrees is taken the 

correct phase would be measured. Taking the fourth sample resulted in the correct 

measunment simply because, in accordance with the implied sarnpling rate, a complete 

cgde is used to compute the phase. 

The end effect is readily analyzed for the continuous case. Consider that the signal 

Vcos(21~f~t) is  obsecired over the time interval t E F,,TJ where T, = T,+ nTc + A where 

Tc = l/fc, n is the number of integral cycles of the carrier frequency and O < A < Tc is 

the end effect. Then the Fourier Transform at frequency fc (here it is assumed that the 

carrier frequen y is known exactly) is: 

=v/P[~T= + A + m f c m + n T ~ + a  - sin!4nfcTÙ + j cosl4xfcbi+nTc+@ - ~ C T I  
4nf rnf 

11 
* 

Siplifying the above expression, it cm be written as: 
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wherebndb andTn=fcTi. Notethat O<bn<l  andO<Tn<l. 

To investigate the end effect only let T n  = O. The calculated phase is therefore: 

phase(n. L) = tan*' [ (COS~XL -1) / (4nn +47& +sin4n&)] 

A plot of (3.6) is &en in Figure 3.4 

Figure 3.4 End Effeet (continuous analysis) 
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The discrete case also arhibits the end effect when the smples are not taken over a 

complete cycle. To make accurate phase measurements using a DIT, one is lefk with two 

choices: 

1) Start and stop the sampling process so that only an integer number of cycles are 

covered. l h i s  is not a pcacticaî solution. When several kquencïa are 

measured with a single sarnple set it d l  be difficult, if not impossible, to do 

this. 

2) Recognize that an error does occur. but use enough cycles, such that the error 

due to the end effect becomes insignifiant. This would be more practical. 

In the ddlcrete case n empiricd approach MO taken to analyze the end effect The example 

with the single sample point was done to illustrate the wont case error. The sample point 

could have been selected such that no error occurred; but one would like to know the worst 

case. The resulting phare error in this "worst case" approached ~ / 2  radians. In the 

example with the dim sample points, again, what is believed to be the worst case was 

chosen and the phase error was 0.32 radians. 

In general, from the continuous analysis one expects the phase error due to this end effect 

to diminish Mt. ara increasing number of sample points(cycles). It is proposed that the 

typical phase error due to the end effect could be approximated by: 

where PE is the end e f k  phase e m r  and N is the number of samples. Table 3.3 shows 

the resulting phase error as a Cunction of the number of sample points. 
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Table 3.3 End Effect Phase Eror Estimates with varying Number 
of Samples. The range ermr is calculated fiom arctan(1IN) and 
this phase is converted to a range error for 1 MHz (X= 300 m.). 

The development of the formula to determine the 'wont case' end-etkct error was based 

on an arrangement of discrete samples that was believed to be the wont case. What is 

meant by arrangement of samples here corresponds in the continuous case to the stzdng 

time Ti. Changing Ti results in A falling over a different segment of the AM carrier's cycle 

and thus a different phase error. To investigate this influence simulations were done in the 

discrete case. The simulations were done in MatLab and used only 3 sarnples, sepacated by 

90 degrees, taken of a cosine signal with the samples shifted to find the wont position for 

the largest end effect phase error. The program is listed below, with the resula shown in 

Figure 3.5. 

% RESOLm - three samples are taken of a cos signal and are processed thni 
% a DFT to determine end effed error, the samples are slid along 
% the wave starting at O deg and ending at 180, the samples are 90 deg apart 
for i=1:180; p(i)=i; 

for n=1:3; % number of samples 
s(n) = cos((n=l)*pi/2 + i'(Z'pi)/360 ); % samples are in s 
mal-(n)= cos((n-1)'piE + i*(2*pi)/360) s(n); % correlate mal part with cos 
ima~(n)=  sin((n-1)'pil2 + i*(2*pi)/360) s(n); % correlate imag part with sin 

end; phase(i) = atan(sum(imagJsum(realJ) ; end; plot(p.phase); 
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It is interesthg to note that from the anaiysis, the worrt case was suggested to occur at 45 

degrees; yet the simulation puts the worst case at about 55 degres. The phase error of 

0.32 raàians is as predicted. For completeness the continuous case is aiso pmented As 

mentioned the ynngemnt of  sarnpla is equivalent to an arbitracy stacting time Tt. To 

obtain the influence on phase error consider eqn. (3.7) uid let n = O. A plot of 

phase(I'n,b) k shown in Figure 3.6 

first sample position (degrees) 

Figure 3.5 End EEect Phase Error with only 3 Sample Points 
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Figure 3.6 End Effect with O cycles (continuous analysis) 

Besides the end effect and sample arrangement in the discrete case, the sample spacing will 

also influence the phase measurement. Note that because a constant sarnpling rate is used 

the sample spacing will change with the AM carrier frequency considered. The influence of 

sample spacing was also investigated by a simulation in Matlab. Three samples were used 

with both the spacing and the position of the first sample varied. The simulation program 

D listed below with the resula shown in Figure 3.7. 

% a DFT to determine end effect error, the sarnples spacing is changed from 
% 52 deg and ending at 180, three sarnples are used, the first being at 3 deg 
for i=3:3:90; % iriüal position of first sample(degrees) 
for sp =52:4: 180; % spacing between samples (degrees) 
for n=1:3; 
s(n) = cos((n-l)'pi*2*spBûO + i'(2'pi)MO ); % samples 
mal-(n)= cos((n-i)*pi*2*spM60 + i*(2*pi)/360) s(n); 
imagJn)= sin((n-1 ).pi*2*sp/360 + i*(2*pi)/360) s(n); 
end; phase((spl4)-12.ü3) = atan(sum(imaQYsum(reaIJ) ; 
end; end; X=3:3:90; Y=SO:4: 180; mesh(X,Y,phase); 
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EnbEffect Phase Enor - 3 sarnples 

Figure 3.7 End Effect Error with 3 Samples 

It is interesthg to note that the position of the first sample has littie influence on the phase 

emr. It is the sample spacing that greatly a f k o  the error, especially as it approaches 180 

degrees. When the sample spacing increases to 180 degrees, the phase error approaches 

1t/2 radians. Therefore the formula (3.7) for estimating end efiect does not apply for a 

sample spacing that approaches an integer number o h  radians. 

The rason for studying the end e&ct is to detennine the amount of phase error that could 

be expected in the proposed AM ranging system. The sarnpling frequency and the 

fiequency of the AM stations are known, and thus the sarnple spacing is dso known. The 

stacting position of the fint sarnple will occur randornly, so this parameter MI1 remain a 

vaciable in the simulations. The important issue thus is to determine the number of sample 

points needed to subdue the end effea so that the phase enor is acceptable. 
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It was detemimed earlier that the clock used for sarnpling, should be the sarne as that used 

to clock the D I T  The allowed kequencies were 0.64, 1.2& 256, or 5.12 MHz. For the 

simulations, 1.28 MHz ans selected. The sample spacing would then be the radio station 

fiequency divided by 1.28 MHz. For example the sample spacing for 540 kHz would be 

0.540/1.28 = 0.42 cycles or 264 radians. The Collowing program has the sarnpling rate set 

to 1.28 MS/s thus setting the sunple spacing for each AM station. The results are gmphed 

in Figure 3.8 below. 

% R.m a DFT to determine end effect emr, the samples spacing is changed to 
% correspond to radio stations 540 to 1440 
for i=3:3:90; % intial position of first sarnple(degrees) 
for sp =540:30:1440; % spacing between samples (degrees) 
for n=1:800; % number of samples 
s(n) = cos((n-l)'pi*2*sp/1280 + i*(2'pi)/360 ); % samples are in s 
mal-(n)= cos((n-1)'pi*2*sp/1280 + i*(2'pi)/360) s(n); % correlate mal 
irnagJn)= sin((n-I)*pi*Z*sp/1280 + ie(2*pi)/360) s(n); % correlate imag 
end; phase((sp/30)-17,ü3) = atan(sum(irnagJsum(realJ) ; 
end; end; 
X=3:3:90; Y=SO:3O: 1440; 
mesh(X,Y,phase); 
xlabel('First Sample Position (deg)'); 
ylabel('S Space/ AM Radio Station (KHz)'); 
zlabel('End-Effect Phase Error (radians)'); 
tiUe('End-Effect Phase Error - 800 samples 1 .28MS/s8) 
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-- 

End-Effect Phase Enor - 800 ~amples 1.2ûMSIs 

0 0.03, 

-- 

End-Effect Phase Enor - 800 ~amples 1.2ûMSIs 

g 0.03 - 
m 

AM Radio Station (KHz) First Sample Position First Sample Position 

Figure 3.8 End Effect Phase Error with Sample Spacing 
related to AM Stations 

Fipre 3.8 shows that there are two stations that have extremely 1- error. They are at 

fiequencies of 640 and 1280 kHz. It is clear that these m o  radio stations should not be 

used. Evcuding the two mentioned stations, the stations that appear to have the most 

error would be those that flank the forbidden 640 and 1280 kHz  stations; these being 630, 

650, 1270, and 1290 kX-Iz. Atbioacily 650 kHz will be selected for hrther study. This then 

&es the sample spacing parameter and the remaining wo parameters are variecl, namely the 

number of sampla(cycles), and the position of the fint sample. A simulation was done that 

Vanes the number of sarnpla fiom 3000 to 8000, for the A M  station at 650 kHz. The 

results are show in Figure 3.9. 
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End-Effect Phase Emr - 650 KHz l.aBMS/s 

Figure 3.9 End Effect Phase Error -- Station 650 kHz 

The maximum phase error is about 0.003 radians which is equivalent to about 22 cm of 

range error. This is more than desired, but then this is the worst case scenario, with the 

worst station, Mth the smallest sample set, and with the wont starting position of the first 

sample. Typically the error would be much s d l e r  than this, perhaps about 2 cm of cange 

error. Another interesting observation is that above 6000 sarnples, the end effect error 

dirninishes ve y slowly. 

To s u d e  this section on end effect the foiiowing obserrrations and recommendations 

are put € 0 4 :  

* Radio 640 a d  1280 not be used by the system with the sarnpling 

nte selected (1.28 MS/s). 
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The number of sample points must be seved thousand to achieve centimeter 

accucacy. The use of e t  thoutandsampleP or  more at a sampling rate of 640 

LS/s or larger would ensure that the end effect is negiigible. 

3.6 RESOLUTION REQUIRED FOR F R A C ~ N  REGISTER IN DDS 

The contents of the phase register used to generate the sinusoidal signds for the Direct 

Digital Synthesis PDS) directiy determines the frequency of the sinusoid signd. To 

provide extremely accurate frrqwncies, the phase register has appended to it an implied 

fraction. It is important for the sinusoid of the DDS to match the fiequency of the signal 

to be measured. Even a fraction of a Hertz difference over the duration of the DFT 

process M U  degcade the correlation. 

Perhaps the best method to detemine the size of the factional part of the phase register 

would be by exarnple. Assume that the sampling rate and the DDS process rate is set to 

1.2û MHz. Also assume that the incoming signal to m a u r e  is that of the station at 620 

kHz. The sine/cosine lookup table will have a length of 1024 and a 10 bit address. 

With a 10 kS/s and a sine/cosine lookup table of length one, the phase cegister would have 

a value of 6 2  But because the sample rate is 1.28 MS/s, this value should be divided by 128 

and becwse the lookup table is of length 1024, the d u e  should be multiplied by 1024, 

giving: 

(62/128) x 1024 = 62 x 8 =496 (3.8) 

The hctor of 8 is equivalent to 3 bits of M o n ,  but the fiaction must be larger than this. 

The k t i o n  size (bits) and the fiequen y resolution is given in Table 3.4. 
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The size of the fkction requued dependr somearhat on the ducation of the DFT. If 16K 

samples are to be taken at a rate of 1.28 MS/s., the duration would be 0.0125 s (80/s). This 

means that 6th 16 bits, the sliusoid of the DDS and that of the measured signal would 

diffa by 0.15 cydes/s x 0.0125 sec = 0.001875 cycle, which is less than one degree. 

Figure 3.10 Correlation Degradation Versus Signal Mismatch 
over a DFT Session. An error of one cycle yielb no 
correlation. 

A simulation was done in MatLab to check the percentage of correlation as a tunction of 

fkquency =oc. As shown in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.10, a 12 bit fiaction could have an 

error of 0.244 cycles over a correlation penod of 0.1 seconds and the correlation would be 

depded to 87 percent (100 percent conebhon ocairs with no kequenq emr). The 16 
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bit fraction would provide better than 99 percent correbtion and it would be acceptable in 

that regard. 

Fraction Frequency Cyde Resolution Cordation 
(bits. b ) Resolution (Hz) 

IQHKLWs (qcles/ 0.1 sec) (percent) 
2b 

-- --- 

Table 3.4 Phase Fraction Size Relationship 

There is another reason for having the frequency discrepancy between the AM carrier and 

the DDS fiequncy small. The changing phase must be reported as data h m  the mference 

to the mobile. A large phase change would require more bits of data to be transrnitted. 

Agiun 4th a 16 bit fraction the wont case phase to be reported would be 0.015 cycles 

which is about 450 cm in termi of range. For a 2 cm resolution, this would cequice 8 bits of 

daa mat is acceptable and it can be concluded that a 16 bit phase ftaction would be 

hnctional. 
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A que y arises in using the phase measurement Exactly when does this measurement apply; 

at the start, end or  rniddle of the DFï sample perïod? Sice  the DFT is in essence an 

average. it would apply to the average of the sampla and an avemge of the sample hmes. 

That would put it in the center of the DFï sample set. 

3.7 REQUIRED SIZE OF COSZNE/SINE LOOKUP TABLE 

There are taro issues hue. the length of the table and the size of the d u e  for each enag. 

The question conceming the number of bits for each e n q  would follow the same line of 

thought as in detemining the bit resolution size of the ADC. Since the sample is multiplied 

by the d u e  of this table, it follows that they be of the sarne size. It was determined that 

the ADC should have no less &an 7 bits of resolution in quantizing a full scale signal. 

Accordingly the table's entries should have at least 7 or 8 bit dues. 

The other problem is the ml1 over tirne for the fraction, and the arnount of correlation 

error that would occur if the lookup table is not long enough. The fiactional part of the 

phase accumulator does not serve dùecdy as the address for the loolaip table. As the 

fiadonai part accumulates. the fraaional value MU increase und it 'rollssmr' into the 

higher significant bits and changes the lowest significant address line. The loolaip table is 

presenhng a disaete phase, whereas it should be continuously changing. The DFï thus uses 

an incorrect phase fiom the loolüip table and consequently the phase detemined fiom the 

DFi' is in error. 1s it significant? 

It is believed that the worst-case phase error occurs when the fnctonal part is accumulating 

at i a  slowest rate-that would be when the value of the phase fraction has al1 zems except 

for the ISB. For example, consider an 8 bit table (256 values), and a 16 bit phase fiaction, 
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the fiaction rok into the address and affects the least significant address line, once in evey 

32,768 samples. R e k  to Figure 3.11. 

The rollover rate is: 

If the DIT duntion is 0.1 seconds, then a rollover will occur 3.9 times per Dm. Where 

these roliovers occur relative to the DFT samplmg could aCtect the phase mewired. A 

roilover is equivalent to an increment in the lookup table, which in this case would be 

2~/256 = 0.0245 radians. 

Phase Register 

8 bit integer fraction (1 6 bits) 

Address To SinelCosine Table (8 bit) 

Figure 3.1 1 Phase Register-Size of Fraction 

. 
i ~tiasej ~&cumulator! i . . . . 

Refer to Figure 3.12 where a rolover is depicted by a ' 1 '. h the upper part of the figure 

the mllover occun with the fint sample, so the d u e  of the fint address line is increased. 

MSB LSB 

+ + r r + + r r  
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In the lower part of the dugram. the rollover is delayed and the address line is not affected 

by the fiaction for some time. For only a slight dilference in tirne, albeit the wont possible, 

the phase will be different by almost one incrementai value of the table, which will result in 

range errors of over gne h u d e d  cm at 1 MHz( h/256 or 30000 / 256). 

Figure 3.12 Phase Error Due to Position of Roll-overs 
Relative to a DFT Sample Set 

Accorciingiy a lookup table of length 1024 could produce an error of 30000 / 1024 = 29.3 

cm and one of4096, 7.32 cm. If it is desirable to achieve range measurements to within an 

accuracy of less than 10 cm; it will be necessary to have sine/cosine lookup tables that have 

at least 4096 dues.  This implies a 12 bit address., with a roll-over period of 1280K / 32K 

= 0.025 sec. W~th a sarnple set taken over 0.1 sec., four roll-overs will occur, but the 

mount ofemor Ml1 depend on how the roll-overs align with the sampling time. 
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3.8 DC OFFSET AFFECT ON THE PHASE ERROR 

The phase m u t  be measured extremely accuntely and ail sources of phase error m u t  be 

hestipted. The DC voltage offset of the d o g  signal at the ADC would atTect the phase 

error. To what tolerances must the offset be kept to hold the phase error to an ecpivalent 

range error of a couple of cm? A program was witten to test for the amount of phase 

e m r  that would be caused by having an undesired bias on the samples. It follows. 

8 dc2 800 samples w i l l  be used on 40  cycles ,  so  t h e r e  a r e  20 samples pe r  
8 cycle ,  then some end c f f e c t  w i l l  be  added by going an e x t r a  10 samples 
8 one h a l f  cycle, t h e  d c  o f f s e t  (dc) tried a t  O.  5% t o  2% of f u l l  sca le .  
clcar; 
f o r  c= 1:4; 8 t h i s  is  2% because f u l l  scale is  t w o  v o l t s  

dc = 4100 ;  % express t h e  dc vo l tage  a s  abso lu te  volts 
d(c )=c /2 ;  8 t r u c  percentage, t h i s  w i l l  be p l o t t e d  
for ef=l:lO % change from O t o  10 is ha l f  cyc le  

p ( e f )  = ef/20; 
f o r  n=l: (800 + c f ) ;  

ss (n)  = cos ( ( n )  +pi*2/20) + dc; % sample taken with DC o f f s e t  
real-(n) =cos ( (n )  +pi*2/20) + ss (n)  ; % c o r r e l a t e  t h e  r e a l  p a r t  
imag-(n) = s i n (  (n)+pi*2/20) * ss (n);% c o r r e l a t e  t h e  imaginary p a r t  

end; 
phase (e f ,  c) = a t a n  (sum(imag-1 /sum(real_l)  ; 
c l e a r  real-; c l e a r  imag-; 

end; end; 
mesh (d,p,phase) ; 
y l a b e l  ( 'End Port ion(cyc1es) ' ) ;  
x l a b e l  ('DC o f f s e t  8 of f u l l  s c a l e ' ) ;  
z l a b e l  ( ' Phase Error  due t o  DC o f f  set ( rad ians )  ' ) ; 
t i t l e  ( 'Phase Error  Due t o  DC O f f s e t 1 )  ; 

Typically an amplifier might have an offset of 1 mV which would be one tenth of one 

percent of a full d e  of 1 volt. n i e  Madab program above simulates a DC o f k t  with 800 

samples taken across 40 cycles plus a portion of a cycle. As shown in Figure 3.13, this would 

produce a phase ecror of about 0.001 radians more than the normal end effect error. In 

temns of range error, this would be about 5 cm. It 6 1 1  be important to use amplifiers with a 

s r m l l  offiset voltage and smaü offset drift 
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Figure 3.13 Phase Error Due to DC OBet Voltage 

The end effect P readily analyzed for the continuous case with a DC offset. Consider the 

signal Vcos(2~f;t) + k in which k is the DC voltage offset. The teminology and derivation 

is similar to section 3.5. The Fourier Transform is: 

nT&A 

( n. A ) = (~fos2nfk + k) (cos 2ztt -j rin2nf.t ) dt 

With P = V/k where 100 < V' < ao for a DC offset between 1 percent and zero 

the above becomes: 
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The dculted phase is thedore: 

To investigate the effect of the DC offset (k), the end portion, d. was varied h m  O to one 

halfa cycle, the number of cycles held constant at 1000, and the DC offset wu wied fiom 

O to 1% of hl1 d e .  The results are shown below in Figure 3.14 and they indiate that the 

contributions are rninor. 

Figure 3.14 DC Offset with End Effect (contkiuous analysis) 
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Further the DC offset c m  also be controlled. A measurement of the average value of the 

samples could be used to nul1 the DC offset. It is recommended that the samples be 

avemged with the DSP and that the input amplifids DC oftset be controned to maintain a 

zero mean for the sarnpled values. 

3.9 D m  APERTURE TIME AND UPDATE RATE 

The t h e  over which samples are collected in order to be processed in one DFï process is 

temed the DFT aperture tirne. This time is already set in large part by the determination of 

the number of samples required, 8000, and the sampling rate, 1.28 MS/s. Accordingly the 

minimum Dm aperture time would be: 

8,000 / 1,280,000 = 0.00625 s or 6.25 ms. 

The maximum DlT aperture time, would be established by the cange update rate. For the 

control of a moving mobile, an update rate of 10 per second would be more than adequate. 

This then would set the DFï aperture time to sornething less than 0.1 sec or 100 ms. The 

lirnits have been established; the question now is to detemine whether the minimum or 

maximum should be favored. 

Using the maximum of 0.1 s would certainly be good for reducing the phase error because 

the longer length should be able to deal bettes Mth noise. 128K samples would be d e n  

for each DFT. Also the system would be much better than with the minimum. The 

downside in going with the maximum would be the extreme accuray that would be 

requued in sethg the phase registec to the exact fnquency of each station. AM d i o  

stations can eady be in m o r  fiom their nominal fcequen y by more than 20 Ht (rable 3.2) 

W~th this amount of e m r  the phase between the sinusoid in the lookup table and that of 
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signal in error, would, taken over 0.1 ms, change by m o  cycles. Therefore, they would not 

CO melate. 

To deviate this problem, it might be necessary to stage a Io&-in-period to initially fhd the 

exact fkquency of each station by using the minimum DFI' aperture time, and then with 

the frequencies atatrlished, the aperture time would be increased to its maximum. 

Notarithstanding the initialization, the recommendation for the DFI' aperture time d l  be 

0.1 m. 

3.10 NUMBER OF RADIO STATIONS TO USE 

The proposed system requires a refecence station and a number of radio stations, that 

akeady exist. Typically a dozen or more radio stations can be detected, depending on the 

geographical location. Table 3.2 shows 14 stations being detected with vacying degrees of 

amplitude. How many of these stations should be used? 

In generai, one would use as many as possible, but the gain in accuracy is a rapidly 

diminishing return. The criteria for the selection of the set of stations used are: 

The set chosen should represent a good geometric pattern. The position fures are 

obtained by intersecting hyperbola, and the best accuracy is obtained when the lines 

of position &OP) intenect orthogonally. To deal with this demand, the radio 

stations that Conn a cight angle widi the reference station would have the highest 

prioritg for considered use. The set chosen should surround the reference station. 

Selection of a number of stations fiom one point oc one city pmduces redundant 

positioning information and should be avoided. 
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The radio stations with the largest signal should be selected. This is almost obwus. 

The stations with the larger signal will offer a more accurate phase mevuremen& 

which in tum transiates into a more accurate positioning system. The gain of the 

input amplifier needs to be set to have the station with the largest signal, occupy the 

full sa l e  range of the ADC. A weaker station wiil not be resolved as we11 by the 

ADC and will suffer degradation in phase error measurement due to quantization 

noise. It was detemined in Section 3.4 that the ciynarnic range of the stations 

should be within 30 dB if a 12 bit ADC is to be used. 

The processing power MU constrain the maximum number. The processing power 

required to do the DFTs goes up propodonately with the number of radio d o n s  

being used. The sarne holds true for the data that would be broadast on the 

communication link. 

The minimum number of radio stations to acquire a position fw is taro. At least ~o 

intersecting hyperbolae are needed for a tix. Any number above this would provide 

a better fa due to the redundany. The multiple solutions should be close to one 

anotheq if a solution dilfers greatly h m  the others it c m  be discarded. If many of 

the solutions constantly disagcee, it is an indication of the system's loss of integrity, 

to the point in which the system declares itseltunusable. 

With considention prirnarily to the last two points givg it is proposed that the system be 

designed with the capability to process 8 radio stations. 
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3.11 THE COMMUNICATION LINK 

The mobile can not determine a h by iistening only to the radio stations. It requins 

information h m  the ceference station, to which it must 'refei to detemine a h. The two 

vital pieces of information that corne h m  the reference station are the trigger signai and 

the phase bn foc each of the AM radio stations. 

The trigger signal is the timing signai that informs the mobile the tirne at which to latch the 

count With the digital irnplementation, it is the timing signal to which the samples are 

synchronized. and to which the k t  sample of each DFï set starts. It must be vey  

Iminte;  for a desired range accuracy of less than ten centimetecs, it must be discernible to 

within a fiaction of one nanosecond. 

To send the trigger signal and the data, it is suggested that a spread spectmm modulation 

scheme be employed b r  the RF signal broadcast by the reference station to the mobiles. 

Spread Spectrum for the Commuaication Link 

Spread spectmm is ideally suited to seMng the dual purpose of sending a precise triggering 

signal as well as sending binary data. I t  has the added advantage of having a significant 

process gain. which c m  be realized with a much lower transmit power than that required by 

other modulation schemes. 

Trigger Signai 

The sampling n t e  was selected to be 1.28 MS/s. One could easily imagine a sampling dock, 

openting at thk fiequency in both the ceference station md the mobile(s). However, it is  
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imperative that the sampling tirnes be synduonize&precixly-to +thin about 0.1 

nanoseconds. 

Now, it rnight be presumptuous to imagine that the regulato y authoribes would allow one 

to use a M i e r  at 1.2û 28 (since it is an allocated frequency for an AM station), but for 

the sake of exphnation it is assumed The sampling clock at the mobile, and the 

transmitting oscilhtor at the ceference station should be the same kquency and 

syndironled. n i e  mobile detects and measures the changing phase of the truismitted 

refixence signal, just as kom any other AM station. However the changing phases which 

cesult from the DIT operation would be indicative of the fmluency and phase error 

resulting between its 1.28 MHt clock and that of the incorning signal. The mobile's clock 

would be tuneci, by setting the volage on a varactor, such that the 1.2û 28 docks are 

exactly synchronized in frequency and phase. This is nothing more than a phase locked 

loop, with parts of the bop, narnely the phase detection, being done in sobare.  It is 

cednly  possible to keep the phase error to less than one part in 10,000 [5j. 

Other than the problem OC being gcanted permission to use the 1.2û MHz carriecuria. there 

cemains the problem of synchronizing the starc of each sampling sessions. With the 

synchronization of the d e r ,  the precise timing for taking each sample is established, but 

the tirne of the first sample of each session is not known. The synchronization of the PN 

code Ml1 provide the gmss session stae time. 

With direct sequence PN spread spectrum, the M i e r  is bi-phase modulated with a unique 

PN code. Each bit of the code is called a "chip", and the carrier is bi-phase modulated at 

the " c h i p d .  For the proposed system a chip-rate of 20 LHz 9 selected. 
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Using the same PN code, the mobile demodulates the spread spectrum signai being 

transmitted by the reference station. It slowly shih the PN code in time, und the s i g d  

correiates. At t h  point the mobile is said to be locked'. The start of the sample session 

could be aligned with that of the PN code. 

To &strate how the reference 1.a MHz oscillator is synchronized with the mobile's clock 

consider a Maximal Length PN code [23] of length 15 which has a 4 bit shift register and 

taps at ceils 1 and 4. The code would cepeat every 1.5 / 2 = 0.775 m. To synchronize the 

start of a sample session, is made to coincide 4 t h  a code cycle. 

To line up the code cycle with that of the sarnple session, i t  is assurned that the lock of the 

code, could be done to widiin one sample hme. In one chip there would be 64 cycles of 

carrier, or 64 potentiai start-sunple bmes. The chip clock is derived fiom the carrier or 

sample c l 0 4  and therefore the transitions of the chip will occur at precisely the same phase 

as the carrier. they are said to be coherent. It is then only necessary to resolve the code lock 

to a non-ambiguous cycle, or to within one hall a cycle. The code lock must then be done 

to within one part in 128 ot a chip, one haif a cycle or in absolute t h e  0.39 pec. It has 

been shown that this is achievable by Dixon [17j. Code lock can be better than one part in 

1000 of a chip. 

A short PN code was selected to coincide with a ceasonable sample session. However, it is 

important to h e p  in mind that this establûhes a code wavelength. In this case it is A. = 

MO/ ( 0.02 /15) = 225 km. This is much l ' e r  than the range of the system proposed, 

and thece is no ambiguity. 
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So, the sample time can be spnchronled, as weil as the sample s t a n  tirne; but what if the 

desired fkquency of 1.B MHz. is not adable  for this use? With an additionai slight 

complication in circuitcy, it can be shown that any fiequency that is a multiple of 20 kHz 

M be used as the carrier. For armple, such a frrquen y @t be 1660 kHz, just beyond 

the upper AM band. The reference station has the 1660 kHz as the master clock and by 

means of a phase-locked loop, hardware or softarare. it derives the sampling clock of 1280 

W. as well as the chip dock (Figure 3.15). 

Carrier 

Figure 3.15 Deriving Clocks fkom the Reference 

The divide-by-83 and divide-by-64 bloclis are rdized by counters and th& initiakation is 

important in obtaining the despreading of the PN code. This initiaîization can be done in 

hardware or s o h e .  The phase detector is just a DFI' phase measunment and the 

adjusa the 1280 kHz dock by adjusting a varactor. One would have a virtual oscillator at 

1660 and the increasing or decreasing phases measured with the DFT would be used to 

aàjust the 1.28 MHz r d  clocle. The objective is to have the mobile's 1.28 MHz clock 

locked to that of the ceference. 
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Data 

The phase of each AM d o  station transmission, is the primay data, with the secondary 

information being the hequeny of each station. Occasionally the location of ach of the 

stations would &O be sent The phase must be measured to an accucacy that is better thui 

one part in 10,ûûO which is equivdent to 14 bits of data. This is the absolute phase and it 

must be sent at least occasionally but it is dso possible to send just the relative phase 

diEèrence which was detcmiined eatiier from the secMn on phase ffacton to be 8 bits of 

data. In any event the worst case would be 14 bits per session per station. If 8 radio 

stations are used then 112 bits would be sent per sample session. With a sarnple session 

behg 0.1 ms, the required data rate would be 1.12 kb/s. W1th the spread spectmm system 

designed as above and with a data bit being sent for each code cycle, the resultant bit rate is 

20 kHz / 31 = 645 b/s. If the code cycle is reduced to 15 (4bit register) , then the rate is 

20 lJIt / 15 = 1.3 kb/s. This could handle the required data rate of 1.12 kb/s with some 

overhead, error detection, and the transmission of the second- information on an 

occasional basis. 

Process Gain 

The procas gain of a spread spectrum sptem is defined by the chip rate divided by the data 

rate. It is a mesure of bandwidth expansion. In the example done above the process gain 

wouId be 20 kHz/ 1.33 = 15 or 12 dB. In pncticd terms, it means that the signal at the 

mobile's rcceiver cyi have a SNR that is 12 dB lower thm that of a comparable modulation 

technique to achieve the same performance; or it means that the transmit power at the 

refaaice could be reduced by 12 dB. 
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A ruleof-thurnb for VHF radio transmission power is: "one watt per mile" [l] . For a 

system with a range of 20 miles, tgpically a 20 watt transmitter would be required. 

Considering the pmcess gain of the spread spectmm system, only 20/15 = 1.3 watts are 

required. This taken with the rnanner in which the spreaâ specmim spreads the energy 

ovet the spectrum, would result in litde or no intederence being detected by 0th- radios. 

This should rnake for a more convincing argument to the regulato y authoritia in granting 

permission for a carrier frequency for the relerence. 

3.12 AMBIGW REDUC~ION 

An approach to eliminate arnbiguity is described by Hawkins [q, A gross position fix is 

obtained by using a much lower fiequency, which in tum has a much larges wavelength. 

The Iower frequency is the lower frequency term of the product (mix) of taro higher 

fiequencies. It is suggested that this same principle be applied for this AM positioning 

system. The lower fiequencies would be generated by mixing the signals from the AM 

stations. The mixing would be done in sofmrare. 

There are complications that are encountered with the AM system that Hawkins did not 

anticipate. In the description, the w o  kequencies used to generate the lower frequency 

originating from the sarne point. In the case of the AM ansminers thl is not the case. 

The stations are physically in different locations. 

The @ne of Position) LOP for the lower k p e n c y  would be hyperbolae between the ~ W O  

d i o  stations used to pnerate the lower fiequency. Since the wavelength is quite long for 

thY lower fiequencg; the distance between LOPs would be large; for 10 W. it would be 
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30 km. Using s e 4  pain of AM stations in a similar manner would produce additional 

sets of hyperbolae, which in tum could be used to detumine a gras fix. 

3.13 P ~ I N G  THE PIECES TOGETHER 

The previouc sections diswsed specific design details of the proposed sptem The design 

targets were based on the intent of having a system that could: 

Detemine positions to Mthin 15 cm 

Produce at least four position updates per second 

Have a latency in updates of no more that 0.25 seconds 

Minimize the cost by using the existing AM stations and in general by 

rninimizing the required hardware. 

The components of the reference station and the mobile u e  the sarne, with the exception 

that the reference station has a trammitter. With most of the design detail determined, the 

discussion now tums to assembling the pieces. A block di- of the design of the 

reference is shown in Figun 3.16 and of the mobile in Figure 3.18. A description of the 

operation fo110ws. 

The antenna for the mobile O a vedcally polarized omni-directional whip antenna, 

comrnonly used on automobiles. The antenna for the refèrence would be a similar type 

whip, but could be iacger. The lead-in cow is connected direcdy to the low noise broad- 

b n d  amplifia. The gain on the amplifier is controlled to maintain an output signai 

amplitude that is equivaient to the Cul1 sale voltage of the ADC. As was mentioned 

pmiowly the amplifier needs a dynamic gpin of about 30 to 40 dB. The amplifier is 
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foliowed by a band-paso fdter which allows only the AM band to pas. This then k 

followed by an A/D that sarnples the broad band signal at a rate of 1.28 MHz with 12 to 14 

bits of resoluti'on. The samples are then processed with a DFï to determine the phve of 

each of the AM radio stations being used. 

The sarnpling and DFT dock would be derked from a voltage controlled cysd oscillator 

(VCXO) with a nominal frequency of 10.24 MHz. In the reference station. this oscillator 

could be lefi uncontrolled, or, it could be locked to one of the incoming radio stations. In 

the mobile this oscillator would be adjusted such that the mevured phase of the reference 

carrier k stationary. This would synchronize the sampling clocks of the reference and the 

mobile. 

The referencets carrier is synthesized digitally and is coherent with the 10.24 MHz oscillator. 

The value in its phase register is held constant, and is the sarne for the reference station and 

the mobile. The bi-phase modulator used in most spread spectrum systems is replaced with 

a "negateS8 process and since this is digital, it is possible to implement most of the spread 

spectrurn components with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 

The 10.24 MHz oscillator is divided by eight to provide the clocking signal for sampling and 

DDS processing. To facilitate high speed processing, the DDS is best implemented in 

hardware. Each of the eight radio stations has a phase register and a phase accumulator. 

lhue would i o  be a phase register and phase accurnulator for the reference signal d e r .  

The phase registers are loadable. and dius the frequency and phase of the sinusoids 

pmduced are completely controlled. The phase register for the reference station is also 

loaâable, but the carrier for the reference will have no error in fiequency relative to the 

sampling clock and, therefore. will hold a constant value. The phase register for the other 
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AM stations is set to a value that matches the fiequency of the station; this would include 

any fiequeng deviation fiom the nominal. The reference station inComu the mobile as to 

what d u e s  should be entered into the phase registers (secondary data). 

To obtain a chip clock of 20 kHz the sample clock is divided by 64. This clocks the PN 

code genentor, which is 4 bits with taps at position 1.4 and a code kngth of 15 chips. The 

chip tmnsition and the zero crossing of the reference carrier would be forced to coincide. It 

is important to have this done precisely because the mobile uses this information to achieve 

tight synchronization. There is a problem here though, in that the chip transition is delayed 

thmugh the filter foIlowing the DAC in the reference stations transmit setion. This k 

shown in Figure 3.16. To compensate for this delay, the reference station monitors its own 

transmission and processes the signal just as the mobile would. Both the reference station 

and the mobile have a phase register and phase accumulator for the reference channel. They 

both receive and measure the phse of the rehrence. The reference adjusa its transmission 

such that the output of the transmitter will have the carrier's zero .crossing exactly aligned 

with that of the chip's transition. 
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1034 MHz w l?E!El DOS d 1840 

- 
Figure 3.16 Reference Station's Components for 

Transmitting and Receiving the Reference Signal 

kt Tan 1 

The chip clock is 20 kHz, and there are exactly 82 cycles in each chip. The phase register 

h a  a hm value for the ceference's carrier frequency (assumed to be 1640 kHz) in both 

the ceference and the mobile. To initialize the process of synchronizing the carrier with the 

chip; the chip clock deam the phase accumulator. A zero crossing of the carrier is forced to 
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align with the chip transition. Unfortunateiy this dignment is distorted as the signai passes 

thmu& the mter as shown in Figure 3.17; the chip transition is delayed. The amount of 

the deiay is determined by the bandwidth of the filter. 

Figure 3.17 Chip Transition Delay Due to Filtering. Zero 
Point at 3.25 cycles after actual 180 degree flip 

To determine the amount of the delay and to compensate for it, the msmitted spread 

s p e m m  signal is monitored. The receive antenna detects the transmission and the signal û 

processed in acacdy the same fishian as the mobile. The PN code is slid across and the 

position 4 t h  the highest degee of correlation is retained. The initial alignment of the chip 

was done by clearing the phase accumulator. this alignment is changed by momentarily 

augmenting or dirninishing the phase register in such a way that the phase of the apparent 

chip transition can be made to exacdy coincide with that of the zero mssing of the carrier. 
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The integer number of cycles of PN code delay can be communicated to the mobiles as 

dam 

The mobile in listening to the spread specmun signal from the reference has one main 

objective-to have the sampling clock, chip clock and data clock exacdy synchronized to 

dut of the reference. Upon power up the phase register is loaded for a fiequency of the 

refemce's carrier (1640 LHr) and batches of DFTs are done with the PN code slid across in 

tirne, looking for the best comlation. The best correlation is the one with the brgest DFI' 

amplitude. At the same time the phase of consecutive DFTs are noted and the 10.24 MHz 

clock is adjusted in fiequency to produce the sarne phase d u e  for each DFï. This ensures 

that the 10.24 MHk clock of the mobile is locked in frequency to that of the reference. The 

gross sliding of the PN code could be done by inserting or deleting clock pulses in the 

divide-by-64 block. For a Nier adjusmient of the PN code slide, pulses could be inserted 

and deleted in the divide-by-8 and the divide-by 64 block. The combination that provides 

the highest degree of correlation is the same as that in the reference. It is important that 

the this be done properly; several runs should be done to ensure that the synchronization is 

secure. The final step in synchronization would be that of semng the phase of the 1640 

d e r  to zero. It is known that the signal from the reference has a DFï phase 

maurement of zero. By momentarily augmuiting or diminishing the phase value, the 

phase of the reference's carrier can be forced to zero. The chip transition, should coincide 

with the zero crossing of the reference's carrier as monitored by the MSB of the its phase 

accumulatoc. 
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Figure 3.18 Mobile. Incluhg Components for Receiving 
Reference Signal for Synchronization 

The incorning data d l  evenaially disclose the integer number of reference's carrier delays in 

the chip transitions and the integrrl part of the delay can be compensated for. 

Synchmnization of the mobile to the refemnce station is then complete. 
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The mobile at this tirne would start measuring the phase of the radio stations and compare 

this to the phase data for each stzuion being sent by the reference fiom which hyperbolic 

iso-phase ditference hes could be determined. The intersection point resulting from 

several of diese lines would yield the position. The ambiguities would be eiiminated by 

using the difference fiequency, as mentioned in section 3.12 

Although the diagrams indicate a number of components the actual implementation is 

done with very litde hardware. This is in keeping with one of the requirements of keeping it 

simple. The design objectives have been addressed, but the question of range accuracy has 

yet to be answered. Wdl the system provide positions accurate to within 10 cm? The 

primary source of range error will be due to propagation anomalies that differ between the 

reference and the mobile. To determine the degree of thk error, an experhent was 

devised to m a u r e  it. This is the topic for the next chapter. From the analysû of the data 

coilected an estirnate of the position accuracy of the proposed system is established. 
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C H A P T E R  F O U R  

The AM ndio positioning technique is predicated on the assumption that the signal h m  

the AM radio station wili behave in the sarne rnanner in propag#ing to the reference as it 

does to the mobiles. If the rnobile is at the same position as the reference, the propagation 

path would be identical, as well as the signal detected. Even if the signal is distorted with 

multipath or other propagation anomalies, the phase difference measured would not be 

aected. 

If the mobile is located a short distance from the reference, the propagation paths frorn the 

AM station to the reference and the mobile would be similar, but not quite identical. The 

M e r  the mobile is located hom the reference, the more independent MI1 be the two 

paths. One would then expect more phase error which results in more range error. This 

phenomenon has been reported with DGPS [51] but it has not been accurately measured 

for AM band signals. The objective of this chapter is to detemine experimentahy the phase 

enor that raults when the phase is compared dong two propagation paths. 

An expertnentd setup was constructed to emulate part of the proposed system. It received 

a signal from a single AM station over ~o channels, one for the r e k n c e  and one for the 

mobile and included tan, amplifiers, two ADCs and nvo DFïs to measure the phase of 

each of the channels. The primary objective of the w o t  done in this chapter was to 

determine the amount of phase distortion dinerence that occurs on the two channels of 
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the AM propagated signal. But before that can be done, the circuit that masures the phase 

dikrence through the tivo channek needs to be checked to detemiine the amount of phase 

difference erroc that it contributes. 

In the proposed system the refcrence and the mobile must be synchronized W1th the 

experiments in this chapter, a singie DSP was used to calculate the phase of the m o  

channetr obviating the synchronkation issue. 

Only one radio station ans used in collecting the data but there were s e v d  local stmng 

AM stations that could have been selected as seen in Figure 4.1. The station selected was 

CJME a 130  kHz. 

Figure 4.1 Spectrum of AM Band (Regina. Sask. Canada) 
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4.1 APPARATUS 

The apparatus to measure the phase difference is shown in Figure 4.2 The 

antennae were verM?I whips that fed into 50 ohm cables of a Iength of  

about 75 meters. The amplifiers were housed in a single box and the 

subsequent ADCs and DSP were physically located together @?@ce 4.3) . 

Mobile Antema 

Wideband 
' Receiver 

- =' DS? 

Stationnary Antenna 

Wideband - Receiver 
7 DSP 

I )  

Figure 4.2 Apparatus Setup to Measure Phase Dserence fkom an 
AM Carrier, Antenna of Reference is shown on the right 

Amplifier 
Figare 4.4 shows the s c h e d c  for the &de-band receiver that was used. It used a RF 

Integrated Circuit (IC) amplifia AD603AR made by Analog Devices. These IG are low 

noise, high sensitivity, variable gain opecational amplifiers used in RF/IF applications. The 

two-stage cascaded amplifier provided an adjustable p i n  from 10 to 80 dB. Gain variation 

was achieved by adjusting potedometer W manually or by applying a voltage at the Vas 

temiinal after opening solder switch RI2 This aride-band amplifier was designed and built 

by Anh Dinh; the design details can be found in his M.Sc. thesis [lq. 

PC or 
Display 
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Figure 4.3 ADC boards connected to DSP board 

h a i o g  to Digitai Converter 

A low cos% 12 bit, 40 MSamples per second (MS/s) ADC was used. It is manuhctured by 

BUK-Brown@ and has a product number of ADSBOO. 'the two ADCs digid outpu& were 

wired into a single 24 bit wide word in a memocy mapped fishion to the DSP (Figure 4.3). 

The clock for both ADCs was produced from an output line of port (D) of the DSP. 

Digitai Signal Proc«nror 

A Motorola 5602 DSP was used to process the ADC samples from both ADCs. Figure 

4.2 shows tiuo DSPs and in te- of process thae are two DSP hnctions, one for each 

channel; but in terrns of hardware a singie DSP was used. 
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-C1#Ct#u,CS.c9.C11,C12'0.1UF 
-UmC1O~jouFT.nlolun - c.gc = 0 . w  
-RI ,  RS= 100 Ohm - R2. R3. Rô. R7 = 6.0 KOhm 
-R4,R11 œ2.4 K O n n  - Rb - 5.S KOhmr 
-RO-l .a Kohrm 
-RlOœ3.a KOhm 

Figure 4.4 Wide Band Ampliner Schematic 

DSP Software 

The s o h m e  program written in DSP assembler was called 'RON4.asm1; the complete 

Listing of bis program is given in Appendix A. 

The DFT used to calculate the phase was done in a batch mode. First, 4096 samples fiom 

the ADCs were taken at a sarnple rate of 1.34 MS/s and stored in RAM. Ne* the DDS 

sinusoid was created by stepping through the sine/cosine lookup table at a step size that 

matched the frequency being used (in this case 1300 kHz) as well as the sarnpling fiequen y. 

The DDS sampks were also stored in RAM. 'Ihen the first channel of ADC samples were 

multipiied with the DDS sampb and the r d  and the imaginary parts of the DIT were 
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accumulated in the A and B accumulators of the DSP. The above aras then repeated for the 

second channel. Al1 these DFT resula were temporiuily stored in RAM. 

The final part of the softarare sent the r d  and irnaginary components of both channels to 

the PC by means of an RS232 connection. (9600 bps, 8 bit binary). 

PC S o f w e  

The Personal Computer (PC) Laptop s o k e  collected the real and imaginarg components 

from the DSP over the RS232 link. The phase of the Dm was computed using an arc tan 

and then the appropriate quadrant was obtained because Quick Basic had an arc tan 

hnction that only computed the first quadrant of phase. 

With bodi phases computed, the difference in phase aras taken. 

displayed on the screen as well as stored to a file. 

The difference was 

4.2 STATIC ADC VALIDATION TEST 

If the phase difference of two channels is to be measured hrough the air, it would be good 

to know how much of the error is due to the circuiap itself. To that end a 1300 kHz signal 

from a signai pnerator was fed direcdy into both ADCs. The 10 dBm signal was arnpPtude 

modulated at 85% with a 400 Hz signal. Three 8 hour tests were done with the phase 

ditferences shown in Figures 4.5. The tests were done one per day. 

Shon terni standard deviations were less than 1/100 of a degree but the long term drift ans 

about one tenth of a degcee. The average of the third test should not be used as an 

indication of e m r  because a cable was changed. This amount of phase error resuited in a 

range e m r  of: 
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1/100 of a degree k: 1/100 x 1/360 x 300/1.3 = 6.4 x IO-' m. 

and accoràingly 1/10 o h  degree is 6.4 cm. 

AID Phase avg .O08 rM .O1632 

I Al0 Phase avg A46 dd .O01748 

A/D Phase avg .669 std .O198 

Figure 4.5 Phase DSerence Error with ADCs driven directly 
fkom a signal generator (85% modulation 400 Hz.) 
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It might be said in conduding this section that the phase difference error due solely to the 

ADC and DFï would be less than 1 crn in the short term and less than 10 cm over the 

longer term of days. 

4.3 STATIC BROAD BAND AMPLIFIER VALIDATION TEST 

The next bank of tests fed the signal generator output into the Mde band amplifier which in 

tum drove the ADCs. The input to the amplifiers was at -40 dBm md the amplifier gain 

ans adjwted to provide a 10 dBm signal to the ADCs. A p n  the signal was amplitude 

modulated at 85%. The objective of this set of tests was to establish the amount of error 

introduced by the Mde-band amplifiers. The resula are shown in Figure 4.6. 

The results are similar to the previous set of tera with the shon term standard deviation 

being about 1/100 of a degree and the long term drift being about 1/10 of a degree. In 

t e m  of range error this would be less than 1 cm over the shon term and 10 cm over the 

long tem. 

4.4 STATIC CABLE VALIDATION TESTS 

In order to separate the antennae for tests of different propagation paths, 75 m cow cables 

were connected between the antennae and the wide-band amplifiers. Agan the signal 

generator was connected in lieu of the antennae. It drove both channels through a T 

connector. The results are graphed in Figure 4.7. 

The results were somewhat unexpected in that th& set of tests had better results than the 

previous sections. The short temi tests still showed about a 1/100 of one degree for the 

k t  standard deviation, but the long term drift was only a 2/100 of one degree. To explain 

thk it is suspected that the long cables had better connecton than the short cables used in 
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AMP Phase rve 212 rtd .O0855 

AMP Phacse ave 2.014 stâ .O34 

T h e  (6 hrs) 

I AMP Phase ave 1.969 std .O116 

Figure 4.6 Phase Merence E ~ o r  with Broad Band 
Amplifiers driven directly fiom a signal generator 
85% modulation 400 Hz 
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the previous bank of tests. In any event one could condude, notanthstanding the 

connections, that the Ncuit is capable of consistently measuring phase to withh 2/100 of 

one degree which in temu of range is about two cm. 

II Ca ble Pham rve .992 .O1136 

time (6 hrt) 

. 
- -- - - - - - 

Cable Phase ave 0.985 stâ 0.0132 

II T h e  (bhrs) 

Figure 4.7 Phase Difference Eiror with Coax Cable and Broad 
Band Ampliiiers driven directly fiom a signal 
generator (85% modulation 400 Hz. ) 

This next set of tests used a real AM station for a signai source. The two antenna are placed 

about 1 meta aput. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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CJMEO rw 9.368 ad 0.04 

CJME rve 9.52 rtdev0.11 

- - 

CJME ave 9.85 ad. 0.059 

Tlme (Bhrs) 

- 

CJME rve9.88 l d  0.101 

Tlme (8 hrs) 

Figure 4.8 Phase Difference Error with Coax Cable and Broad 
Band Amplifiers driven h m  C3ME - 1300 kHz. 
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In the second mn (Figure 4-81, one can see that something happened about taro houn into 

the e x p e h e n t  This would have been about 8 PM in the evening, and it is suspected that 

someone actually dlturbed the antenna located outside. In the next m o  rum. the gain was 

adjusted by about 3 dB on the one chmnd  This seemed a, have an efféct of  about 0.3 

degrees on the phase difference. Apparendy there is a dationship between the gain and 

phase delay thmugh the broad band amplitien. Some of the previous long term cirifi may 

have been due to the changing grin of the amplifiers due to sensitive potentiometers used in 

the gain adjustment 

The next two tests were done to 

detemine the range accuracy that could 

be expected. One antenna, the reference, 

was placed in a field with about 100 

meters of coax cable attached to it. The 

other antenna was placed on a van which 

contained ail the electronics for 

m e a s u ~ g  the phase and a laptop to 

record the data. A portable gencrator 

was used to power ail the equipment. 

The van advanced toward the AM station 

of CJME, one meter at a time; the phase 

DM lo@ at each one meter 

advancement A tape mawre Figwe 4.9 Van Used Foi Step Tests 
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ans used to accucately advance the van. The cable from the reference station aras coiled 

ont0 the van floor as the van approached the reference and then uncoiled as it proceded 

plst i t  The mobile (van) was abreast the reference at about the 100 meter point It took 

about two hourr to coiiect the data foc one run, which was about 150 points. The results 

are shown in Figures 4..10 and 4.11 for runs done on consecutive days. 

Range 1 Test 

Figure 4.10 Range Test One 
(Slope = -1.56619 Least Squares E m r  = 3.4 deg.) 

The expected slope is: 

3û0/1.3 (m/cyde) x 1/360 (cycles/deg) = 1/1.56 m/deg. equals 1.56 deg/m 

In the k t  test the dope of b a t  fit linear regression line was 1.56619 and in the second it 

was 1.56237. This confirms that the direction of trave1 of the van was indeed toward the 

station and that the wavelength for CJME was as calculated. 

The least squares error fiom the lin= regression line was 4.26 degrees in the fimt test and 

3.4 degmes in the second. In tamr of mge emr  th b equivalent to 273 m and 217 rn 

respectively. This is much more than any of the erron in die previow tests. It should be 
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noted though that the major part of the error û believed to be due to the able acting as a 

p d  antenna. At one point in the test it was noted that when several meters of cable 

were coiled into the van, the phase reading changed by about 3 degrees, which in terms of 

cange is about 2 meters. 

Range Test 2 

Figure 4.11 Range Test Two 
(Slope = -1.56237 Least Squares Error = 4.26 deg.) 

Figure 4.12 Range Test 3 with Ampmer at the Reference 
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To m i n k e  the effect of the cable, the amplifier for the reference was placed at the 

antenna. The resula were much better as shown in Figure 4.12 Mh the b t  standard 

deviation of -or being 0.53 degcees or about 33 cm. This would confirm the suspicion that 

the cabk was i n t ede~g .  W~th the amplifier placed right at the antenna, it would d o w  for 

much less intederence to be picked up by the cable. 

4.7 STATION STATIC TEST WITH ~ O O M  BETWEEN STATIONS 

This 1st test was done to determine the consistency of a range measunment ûFzr a &ne 

period. If there was skywave reflection, it would change over time and one would expect 

to see a drift in the phase measured. As can be seen in Figure 4.13, none was detected. The 

kt standard deviation OC the phase error was 0.151 degrees, which in terms of cange error 

i equivalent to 10 cm. 

- - 

100 meter spread ave 147.91 std 0.151 

Figure 4.13 Static Test with 100 m between Stations 

To summarize the preàous sections, it could be said that the DFT method of measuring 

phase is accurate to about 0.01 degrees in the short term and 0.1 in the long terrn which is 

equivaient to about 1 cm and 10 cm of range accuracy respectively. This degme of accuracy 
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remained even when the AM station aras used as the source provided the antenna o f  the 

stations were close together. W1t.h the antennae of the stations separated by 100 rn, the 

long tenn error remained about the sarne. The step range test produced the pmper o v e d  

slope, but the absolute range was skewed. Most of &Y aror was accounted for by phase 

anomalies caused by the linking coax cable. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

This thesis proposed a technique and describes the method in which AM d o  stations 

could be used as positioning bacons. To realize the technique, two cluestions were to be 

addresseci: 

1. Can the phase h m  AM stations transmission be measured with -me acniraq? 

2 Would the phase of the signal going on the path to the reference be distorted in a simiki 

manner as that going to the mobile? 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Various design hctors that a e c t  the phase error have been investigated. The analysis of 

the end effect phenornenon and the resultant phase erroc due to it is believed to be a 

contribution of this research. 

The results of the previous chapter demonstrate that the DFI' method of measuring phase 

can achieve 0.01 degrees of phase accuray even when detecting a signal that is being 

modulated This is equivalent to a range accuracy of about 1 cm. 

The longer term drifk was about 0.1 degrees and is equident to less than 10 cm of range 

accuracy. It was noticed dut a change in gain had a slight afCect on the phase and this was 

about 0.1 degrra per dB. Another potential cuse of the drift would be the noise fiom the 

DSP affectkg the sampling. Some DSP noise was obsemed on the signal line entering the 
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ADC and it was noticed that thae were 'quieter' times in the DSP cycle in which the 

sarnple could have been taken. Also better board layout and good grounding techniques 

would have reduced the noise on the signal lines. 

Overall it can be concluded that the DFI' phase mewring technique would be a good 

means of measuring the phase' for the proposed AM ranging systern and the vwarer to the 

hnt question is a resounding yes. 

The second question cannot be answered with the same enthusiasm. Long terni tests 

showed drifi that was less than 10 cm but this was over a separabon distance of only 100 

meterp. There are many lictors that could diston the phase of the signal dong any @en 

propagaton path 4 t h  mulapath being the most fkared. This could include a hir amount of 

skywave, but the tests done minimized these eCfects by h a h g  the tests done during the day 

when the sltyMve would be at i a  les t  and by having the separation distance of only 100 

metaï. So the answer for question mro has been only partiaîly answered and more work 

would have to be done to detemine the extent of distortion under a vviety of different 

conditions. That said, the tests perfomed would suggest that the range accuacy with the 

proposed system could be sub-meter and possibly in the order of 20 to 30 cm in areas 

where littie multipath is present such as in fam fields. 

Prelirninary tests would suggest that the proposed AM Radio Positioning Technique is a 

technique that could be used for positioning. Before commercialization of the system is 

considereà, there are! a number of issues d i a  would warrant fùrther investigation. 

1 Mir p h  nwrniriag danaiubntioa vu rvuded 1st pcize ()1000) rt bw MicroJecrraciicr Rewmch Q Dcvcropmc~~t 
in Crudr C o o C m  (hdRdSCAN 97) prpa va titkà "AM Rdio Nrvkgth Systan Ushg Softvue Teehniqucr" 
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5.2 POTENTIA~ PROBLEMS 

It ans suggested that the reference station use spread specmun for the communication link 

to the mobiles. The refmence would then be aansmimng and receiving simultaneously, 

which cceates a dynarnic cange problem for the receiver. The most obvious solution would 

be to T I  Division Multiplex P M )  the transmitting and receivhg. A litde process gain 

would be lost and the data transmission rate lowered. Another solution might have the 

refamce use taro antennae, one for transmitting and one for receiving. The receive 

antenna would be designed so that it would be in the null of the transmitting antenna. 

It is very important that the mobile lock ont0 ancdy the right cycle of the refkcence link. A 

riprous study of the chip-to-cycle synchronization should be done. It would be good to 

characterize the conditions under which the synchronization would fail. 

Using yi in-band hiequency €or the reference link, i.e. an AM fieqwncy, ensures ba t  the 

delays through the mobile amplifier would cancel. If a frequency kom a different band is 

used as w d  as a different front-end amplifier, then the delays wiil be different and they MU 

not cancel. This is a problem. Some type of dynarnic dibration in which a hoam signai is 

fed into the amplifier could be considered. 

The F e d d  Frequency Commission (FCC) and Communications Canada have allocated a 

portion of the spectrum just above 9ûû MHÏ for s p r d  spectrum. There have not been 

any s p d  spectmm allocations near the AM band. Would the regulato y agmcies dlow for 

s p d  spectnim at or nesr the AM band? 

Pethaps the most serious problem is the multipath. Only preliminary tests wece done with 

the ceference station close to the mobile. What happens when the mobile is s e v d  
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kilometers fiom the reference? What happens in an urban environment, by d o a d  tracks, 

unda powa lines etc.? It is possible that a single range could be degcaded to an accuracy of 

tens of meters? Even witb the averaging of sevenl stations, it may not be possible to 

achieve reasonable accuracy. This then raises the question - 1s it possible to detect AM 

stations that have serae multipath and ignore hem in determining a position fix? It is 

apparent that more work is needed. 

5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

1. More tests are required with the reference and the mobile separated by m ~ i y  kilometen. 

In the proposed system a communication link is used to synchronize the taro stations; 

however, for these tests the synchronization could be done with a predetermined AM 

station. Both receivecs could lock the sarnpling and DFï clocks to the one radio station, 

thus being synchronized. Any other AM station could then be monitored and the phase 

data recorded ouw known geographical points. Post-processing and cornparison of the data 

would ceval range accuracy. W1th this apparatus al1 sorts of conditions could be studied 

such as night operation, large sepadon distances, and urban areas with suspected 

multipath. 

2 Multipath, especiallg skywave reflection, is the rnost leared culpnt for compting the 

phase of the d e r .  The AM band is relatively large and there are wily a dozen stations 

that can be received at uiy  given location. The reference station cannot measure the degcee 

of comiption of the phase direcdy because it has nothing to compare it to; however, it can 

maMc the amplitude of the DFT which is  an indicatot of reinfortanent or canceiiation of 

the main s i g d  with reflections. If the amplitude of the DFT changes h m  its normal 

amplitude, that station would be suspected of multipath corruption and could be mnowd 
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h m  the set of stations being used The mobiles, being mobile, could not rmEc the same 

judgmmt vsing amplitude, but could be infomed over the data channel of the stations to 

use or ignore. An invatiption into the effectiveness of this technique would be interesting. 

3. It was noticed that the gain of the amplifier lfCected the phase by about 0.1 degrees per 

dB change in W. This could be investigated and the wide band amplifier could be 

chamcterized much better. This has been done somewhat by Dinh 191, but a more detailed 

study could lead to some recornmendations on how to deal with the delay. If the delay can 

be tighdy characterized and the amplifier is consistent over tempenture and time, the delay 

could be accounted for in the phase calculation. If the phase delay is not consistent, the 

deiay could be measured by fceding a known signal 6th known phase into l e  amplifier, 

masuring the phase delay, and making the appropriate compensations in the phase 

masuremens. The delay of the amplifier is of little concern if the reference link fiequency 

is in-band because in measuring the phase difference the phase delay cancels. It would be a 

serious rnatter if the link's frequen y ans out-of-band where separate fiont end amplifiers 

are used to teceive the radio stations and the reference. 

4. Probably the most onerous disadvantage of direct conversion Wde-band receivers is the 

dynamic range required between the strongest and weakest signal received. When working 

in die vicinity of one radio station, its signal will be very iarge and the gain of the amplifier 

wiU be lowered accordingly. The weaker stations are dwaaed. There are taro ways to d d  

with dW issue. The first is to use an ADC that has the dynamic cange to resolve the weaker 

stations adequately. As was diiwsed, thk may mult in a specified 13 or 14 bit ADC which 

n the speeds required could be expensive. The other suggestion would be to investi- the 

employrnmt of a notch filter that would asentially curtail the dominant signal before going 
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to the ADC. Could a sMtched capacitor notch filter be designed to be tunable to block any 

desired AM station? There is a tradeotf between the use of such a notch fiiter with the 

problems it imposes, and that of using a higher resolution ADC. An investigation into 

these tradeofh would be enlightening. 

5. A single AM kequency c m  be shared by severai stations located geographidly in a 

distance aty. For example, the station that was used for this study, CJME at 1300 kHz, has 

another station that operates at the same kequency in Seattle. Someames at night the 

skywave MI1 reflect the signal to Regina and the Seattie station can be heard in the 

background on CJME. This is called CO-channel interférence. The hvo carriers are not 

d y  the same fiequency, and as noted in Chapter 3 the amal fkquency of the d e r  is 

clpicaily several hertz fiom the nominal. A long aperture DFT would suppress this co- 

Channel interfence. This could be investigated hrthet. 

6. It was suggested that the reference link be in the AM band If the regulatoy bodies 

would not ailow this, other fiequencies could be used - maybe in the lower VHF. What 

ramifications would that have on the design? One problem with the amplifier delay was 

mentioned in item 4. What other disadvantages, or perhaps advantages, would there be in 

going to the VHF band for the rekrence link? 

7. It is very important that the reference provide a good synchronization signai for the 

mobiies so that one is able to go precisely kom the gross s i g d  at the chip level to the fine 

synchmnization at the cycle I d .  This was explained in Chaptet Three, but using the results 

of Chapter Four, one could simulate the actual synchronization pmcess and investigate its 

mbustness. 
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8. The ambiguiq reduction scheme was proposed without knowing the accuray tests of 

Chapter Four. Wocking with these results, the ambigWty reduction technique could be 

simulated and it could be checked for its robustness. 

9. W~th each DIT session a set of samples taken over a given time period is used and then 

discuded. What would happen if the lut half of the siunples wae used again. One could 

think of them as ovedapping DFï apertures. WouM this improve the accuracy? - by how 

much? Aiso the cluestion of sarnpling rate could be examined more carefÙUy - over 

samplk  wder sampling. What are the advanrages and disadvantages? 

10. The antenna will be affected by people md/or objeca being in the near-field. This 

was noticed in the experimena being conducted but was not documented. The whok are? 

of antenna selection and near-field interactions and intederence should be investigated. 

11. Many portable radios use a femte-rod loop antenna to detect the magnetic field instead 

of the electric field. Such an antenna is directional but this might mm out to be an 

advantage. Two of these antenna positioned at ri&t angies cm be used to detemine 

direction with what is cailed the Bellini Tosi system which is described in Tetiey 150, 

Chapter 101. In guiding a vehicle there a two pieces of information required, position and 

vehicle angle. Typically an expensive inertial system is configured in a hybrid arrangement 

to provide the latter. With the addition of very littie hardware the direction and position of 

the vehicle could be detennined. 

11 The magnetic loop antenna is directional. This could be used to advantage in rejecting 

multipath by having the antenna rotate to only receive the AM station in question when 
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pointing toward the station. Such a system could then provide position and direction 

information as w d  as rejedng multipath; at the cost of cotzring hardware. 

13. If the system is to be used on a vehicle, information h m  the roating tires and 

steering angle could augment the position accuracy with dead-reckoning. K a h n  f i l t e ~ g  

[q could be used to smooth and predia the positions as well as optimally combine d the 

information. 

14. The use of taro synchronized stations could be investigated. To what degree could the 

accuracy be improved iftwo, or three references were used? Could the multiple references 

predict the multipath better? 

î5. In some operations the position of the vehicle must be reported back to a central 

location. An e n m p k  of this would be in open-pit mining. Once could investigate a system 

in which the mobile repom its location back to the reference. The reporting signal could 

&O be used to establish a range to the reference. The use of spread specpum, with a 

unique CDMA channel assigned to each mobile could be considered. 

In devcloping this AM technique to obtain position, it has become obvious that more 

questions have been put forward than annvered. The preliminary work has been done and 

it is believed that with the availability of today's high speed DSPs and electronics that the 

system is workable. Yeb there is much to be done. 
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Appendix A 

DSP program to sample A/Ds, do DDS and DFT to 
get real and imaginary parts for PC to process phase 

v 

1 

; The program does the following for two radio stations: 
; 1. Gcnerates the cosinc table for one complctc cycle from X: 1000 to 
; X: IFFF, the uppcr half of table is done wiUi cossin macro 
; 2. geu the samplc - this is the start of the big foop 
; The phases arc loaded in two 40% OIOFFF in the MSB sections of X and 
; Y mcmory. The LSB part is set to zero. 
; 3. Tbe m n d  p a s  will calculate a table that contains the lookuptable 
; value for both the cosk and sine, the address is calculated and 
; the loohptable is  acccssed with the rrsulting value king  stond 
; in Y this again will k 40% and will go from lOOOH to lFFFH in Y 
; 4. Do the Dm by gctting the samples fmm the table and 
; S. Send the real and imaginary parts of the DFT out the SCI, 
; the PC will calcdatc the phase by taking the inverse tan. 
; 6. Loop back to 2 and get more samples. 
, 
, X Y 
; oooo 0000 
, Empty Empb' 
; OFFF OFFF 
; 1000 1OOO 
, b h p T a b l e  Cos Value 
; 1FFF lFFF 
; 2000 2000 
9 Variables Sine Value 
9 2FFF 
; 7000 7000 
s Samples A Samples B 
; 7FFF 
s 

s - 

org x:S2OOO ; Data block staris aftcr lookup table 
PHSO dc O ; value sets frtquency 24 bit fractio 
PHs1 dc O ; integcr value of phasc tegister 
O I K - ~ O  dc O ; storage arta for the accumulated 
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movep US26 1009,x:SfEd ; set to 40MHz clock 
movep #S8888,x:Sfnc ; set wait states 
movcp WS0,X:SFFEo ;select port b for gen i/o 
m0vcp #s7FFF,X:SFFE2 ;PBO..PB 14 as outputs 

movcp #Sûû4O,YC:SFFF2 ;set 9600,N,8,1 
~novcp IVS0302,X:SFFFO ;enable sci TX, RX, 10 bit async 
mwep #$OOOZ,X:SFFEl 

LOOP: ; corne back to this point in the 
D û  #lO,END17 ; big loops 

I 

;Gcnerate the first 180 degrecs of the cosine table fmm the last 
; 180 &grecs of the cosinc table using the negatc command. 

m0vc M , R O  ;point to thc data 
move hs&l ,R l  ;point to front of tabb 
do #cnO,ENDS ;set up the loop 
clr A ;clear accumulator 
m m  X(RO)+,AO ;gct a bord 
neg A 
move AO,X:(R 1 )+ ;move data then increment inc RO to point at the next 

ENDS 
mwe #S7FFFFF,XO ;fix first value of cosibl 
movc X0,X:costbl ;;addressing mode use extra command ************************************************************************** 

; caïculatt values that rtsult from the a d s i n  table and store them away 
; to k uscd latcr by the D m  
* 

clr a ; Clear accumulator A 
MOVE #DEG90,Xl ; this 90 deg offset gives sine 
MOVE #MAsK,xo 
MOVE #COSe,Rl ; where the cos value of table stored 
MOVE #SINe,R2 ; wherc the sin valuc of table stored 

DO MO~S,END~ 
MOVE X:PHSO,YO ; get fractional part of phase a m r n  
MOVE X:PHSl,Yl ; phase accumulator is now in Y 
ADD Y,A ; add phase to accurnulator A 

; transfer A- so A doesn't get wrcckeà 
MOVE #SOOlûûO,Y 1 ; need to mask one ont0 the table aâârcss 
AND X0,Bl ; BI contains the addrcss for thc table 
OR Y1,Bl ; stick a one ont0 the addms for 1000 
MOVE 81,RO ; RO contains addrcss of table 
NOP 
MOVE X:(RO),YO ; Y0 contains the value of COS 
MOVE YO,Y:(Rl)+ ; put the cos valuc away in cos storagc 
ADD X1,B ; now move 90 degrees in the table for sine 
AND X0.B 1 ; but we must mask, cause it couid have roll 
OR Y131 ; sri& a one ont0 the a d d m  
MOVE B1,RO ; addrcss in now in RO with the 90 deg offset 
NOP 
MOVE X(RO),YO ; sine vaiue is in Y0 
MOVE YO,Y:(RZ)+ ; put it into the sine storagc a m  

ENm 
, 
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;at this point the lookuptable has been built, and we will now enter the 
;big loap, which suirts by gctting the samplts into mtmory from the A/D 
I 

;move 40% point of valid data h m  A/D mapped at SA000 into - 
;&îa b a e r  W n g  at location idata (S0000) 

Ip: 
m m  #idaîa,Rû ;POINT TO INPUT DATA BUFFER 
do Ilcnt1,ENDl 
bclr #SO,x:Sffe4 ;write zero to part b 
move x:SAûûû,XO ; m m  aid input to temp rcgistcr 
bsct #SO,XSFFE4 ;toggle aid cl& 
movt XOJC(RO)+ ;store input &ta in ram 

END1 
M P  ;useci for break point 

;now movc the least significant 12 bits of &ta to Y:SOOOO..Y:S 1000 
;and perform the 12 bit as1 

m m  #idata,RO ;point to the data 
do ht1,ENDZ ;set up the loop 
clr A ;clear accumulator a 
movc X.(RO),AI ;get a worâ 
movc USOOOFFF,XO ;put mask in XO 
and X0,Al ;clear top 12 bits 
do UcntZ.END3 ;set up for 12 bit ASL 
as1 A ;shifk A reg one bit leR 

END3 
do 1Ycnt2,ENDlO 
au A 

END10 
move Al ,Y:(RO)+ ;put 12 bit value in Y: area 

END2 

;now channel 1 data has been masked, as1 by 12 bits, and stored in Y: memory 
;starting at loc Y:S0000 ... Y:OFFF 
;ne* masic off the lest significan 12 bits of each lord from 
;X:SOOOO. .X:SOFFF 

movc #i&ta,RO ;point to the data 
do rYcntl,END4 ;set up the laop 
clr A ;clcar accumulatot a 
movt X:(lU),Al ;get a word 
m m  #SFFFûOû,XO ;put mask in XO 
and X0,Al ;clear bottorii 12 bits 
do knt4,END13 ;set up for 12 bit ASL 
as1 A 

END13 ;su A reg one bit left 
do knt2,ENDll 
asr A 

END1 1 
movc A 1 ,X:(RO)+ ;put 12 bit value in X: ami 

point at the ntxt 
END4 

;;and inc RO to 
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.**************************************************************************** 
; Everyîhing at this point is stored away, but we will check the DC offset 
9 

CLR A 
CLR B 
MOVE US7008,RO 

Do #4086,ENDI2 
MOVE X:(RO),XO 
MOVE Y:(RO)+,YO 
ADD X0,A ; Al contains the accumulateci value, should ôe O 
ADD YO,B ; B1 contains accumulate val for other channcl 

END12 
DO #I2,END14 
ASR A 
ASR B 

END14 
NEG A ; Al and B 1 arc the correction offsets that should 
NEG B ; k aâded to cach of the samples 

MOVE A1,XO 
MOVE X0,X:AverageA ; after the shiR of 12 (divide by 40%) 
MOVE A2,xo 
MOVE XO,X:AveragA2 
MOVE B 1,XO 
MOVE X0,X:AverageB ; Al and BI have the average DC o k t  correction 
MOVE B2,XO 
MOVE X0,X:AveragBL 
MOVE #S7000,RO 

00 M095,ENDlS 
CLR A 
CLRB 
MOVE X:AverageA,Al 
MOVE X:AveraglU,AZ 
MOVE X:AverageB,B 1 
MOVE X:AveragB2,B2 
MOVE X:(RO),XO ; get the two samplcs from memory 
MOVE Y:(RO),YO 
ADD X0,A ; add the offset to the sample 
MOVE A 1,XO 
MOVE XO,X:(RO) ; put back into memory 
ADD Y0.B 

MOVE B 1,YO 
MOVE YO,Y:(RO)+ 

END15 
CLR A 
CtRB 
MOVE 11$7008,RO 

DO #4086,END16 ; this is  a check to see if the DC offset has 
MOVE X:(RO),XO ; indecd k set to zero 
MOVE Y:(Rû)+,YO ; AVA and AVB when s h W  rigbt 12, (3 bcx) 
ADD X0,A ; should k les Lhan 1, or the upptr 3 bits 
ADD YO,B ; should bc FFFxxx or OOOxxx 

END16 
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MOVE A1 ,X: AVA 
MOVE BlXAVB 

CLR A 
CLR B 
MOVE #S7008,RO ; tht first 8 samples art garbagt 
MOVE #COSe,Rl 
MOVE #SiNe32 

DO W086,ENDS ; do loop 4095 
MOVE X:(RO)+,XO ; get thc sample storcd away in X memory 
MOVE Y:@l)+,YO ; cos value of table is put into Y0 
MOVE Y:(RL)+,Y 1 ; sin value of table is put into Y 1 
MAC X0,YO.A ; tcal part being accumulated in A 
MAC X0,YI.B ; imaginary part king aocumulated in B 

END8 

MOVE A0,X:one-do 
MOVE A1,X:one-rd 1 
MOVE AZ,X:onc-feal2 ; dont really need this sinœ only accum ta 48 
MOVE B0,X:one-imago 
MOVE B 1,Xonc-imag l 
MOVE B2,X:one-imag2 ; don't need this eithcr 

; Now do the samc thing for sample 2 C 

CLR A 
CLRB 
MOVE #S7008,RO 
MOVE #COSc,R1 
MOVE USMe.R.2 

Dû #4086,EM)9 
MOVE Y:(RO)+,XO ; gct the athcr sample from Y memoty 
MOVE Y:(Rl)+,YO 
MOVE Y:(IU)+,Y 1 
MAC X0,YO.A ; real part king accumulated 
MAC X0,Yl.B ; imagiriary part k ing  accumulatcd 

END9 
MOVE AO,X:twotworea10 
MOVE A 1, X:two-real l 
MOVE A2,X:twotworea12 ; dont need 
MOVE B0,X:two-imago 
MOVE B 1,X:two-imag l 
MOVE B2,X:two-imag2 ; don't need 

; seaion gots herc that pumps the values above out the SC1 (RS232) 
m m  #SFFFFSA,XO ;load XO with 'X 
JSR OUïl  

; WC now have STX pumped out the serial port, next is the imag part of ch A 
MOVE X:one-ima@,XO 
JSR OUT3 
MOVE X:one-imag 1,XO 
JSR OUT3 
MOVE X:onc-imag2,XO 
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JSR OUT1 
MOVE Xone-real0,XO 
J s R O r n  
MOVE X:oneIICreal 1,XO 
JSR OUT3 
MOVE X:one-d,XO 
JSR OUTl 

; did tbc first channcl, now get the bytes out serial port for second channtl 
MOVE X:two_imagO,XO 
JSR OUT3 
M W E  X.two_imagl,XO 
JSR OUT3 
MOVE X:twotwOimag2,X0 
JSR OUTl 
MOVE X:twoOreal0,XO 
ISR OUT3 
MOVE X:twoOreall,XO 
JSR OUï3 
MOVE X:twooreal2,XO 
JSR OUTl 
move IYSFF'FF7A.XO ;load XO with 'ETJC 
JSR OUTl 
NOP 
NOP 

DO U4095,END18 
NOP 
NOP 

DO U20,END 19 
NOP 
NOP 

END19 
NOP 

END l8 
NOP 

END17 
NOP 
JMP LOOP ; continuous loop, gacs and gcts more samples 

oUT3: 
att jclr # l,x:SFFFl,att ;wait for tx empty 

move XO,X:SFFF4 ;tx a byte 
attl jclr #l,x:SFFFl,aîîl ;wait for tx empty 

m m  X0,X:SFFFS 
aü2 jclr #l,x:SFFFl,att2 ;wait for tx ernpty 

m m  X0,X:SFF' 
RTS 

OuTl: 
a! jclr #l,x:SFFFl,at ;wait for ix empty 

m m  X0,XSFFFQ ;tx a byte 
RTS 

end ;- 
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Appendix B 

TEST1 3. bas 

PC prograrn to calculate phase - given real and 
imaginary parts of DFT from DSP 

D M  ImTot AS DOUBLE 
D M  ReTot AS DûU8LE 
D M  phasc AS DOUBLE 
D M  mag AS DOUBLE 
D M  hTot2 AS DOUBLE 
D M  ReTot2 AS DOUBLE 
D M  phase2 AS DOUBLE 
D M  magl AS DOUBLE 
D M  range AS DOUBLE 
D M  difiphase AS DOUBLE 
DIM phascavg AS DOUBLE 
D M  flagneg 1 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Ragneg2 AS DOUBLE 
DIM flagneg3 AS DOUBLE 
D M  fiagneg4 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Iml AS DO- 
D M  Im2 AS DOUBLE 
D M  AS DOUBLE 
D M  Im4 AS DOUBLE 
D M  I d  AS DOUBLE 
D M  Im6 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Im7 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re1 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re2 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re3 AS DOUBLE 
DIM Re9 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re5 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re6 AS DOUBLE 
D M  Re7 AS DOUBLE 
DMùnB1 ASDOUBLE 
D M  ImB2 AS DOUBLE 
DIM ImB3 AS DOUBLE 
D M  ImB4 AS DO- 
DIM ImBS AS DOUBLE 
D M  ImB6 AS DOUBLE 
D M  ImB7 AS DOUBLE 
D M  RcBl AS DOUBLE 
DMRcB2 AS DûüBLE 
D M  RcB3 AS DOUBLE 
D M  ReBQ AS DOUBLE 
DiMRcBS ASDOUBLE 
D M  ReB6 AS DûüBLE 
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D M  ReB7 AS DOUBLE 
INPUT 'Enter FiJenaxnea; FS 
OPEN F$ FOR OUTPUT AS $2 

'Use this example for trouble shooting scrial communications problcms. 
'Slow baud, hardware hanâstiaking is ignored and baers arc cnlargtd. 
OPEN 'COMZ:%OO,N,B, 1 ,CDO,CSO,DSO,OPO,RS,TB2018,RB2018 FOR RANDOM AS W 1 
DIM VALs(30) AS STRING 

'check for correct starting byte 
'******************4*************** 

first: 
V W l )  = 1 )  
' PRINT INPUTS(1, 1); 'inputS(nbr chr,file nbr) 
' PRINT "; 
IF (ASC(VALs(1)) = ASC("Zm)) THEN 
' PïüiW 'round Zn 

GûTO naddata 
ELSE GOTO fitst 
END IF 

@ read in data '********+************************* 

rcaddata: 
FORI=2TO30 
VAtsO = Wrn(1, 1) 
' PRMT INPUTS(1, 1); 'inputS(nbr chr,file nbr) 
' PRINT ' "; 

NEXTI 
lF (ASC(VALs(30)) = ASC('za)) THEN 
@ PRINT 'found z" 

GOTO caicdata 
ELSEGOTOfirst 
END IF 
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IF (im7 > 127) THEN 
h l  * 256 - Iml 
Im2 = 255 - Im2 
Im3 =255 -lm3 
Im4 = 255 - Im4 
ImSs2SS - I d  
Im6 = 255 - Im6 
Im7 = 255 - Im7 
Ragncg13 -11 

END IF 

IF (Re7 > 127) THEN 
Rel= 256 - Re1 
Rt2=255-R& 
Re3 = 255 - Re3 
Rt4-255-RC4 
Re!5 = 25s -Re5 
Re6 = 255 -Re6 
Rt7-255-Rt7 
flagneg2 = -1 ! 

END IF 
'Pmfww 
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Rm 1 = ASC(VALs(23)) 
RcB2 = ASC(VALs(24)) 
ReB3 = ASC(VALs(25)) 
Rw.5 = ASC(VALs(26)) 
ReB5 = ASC(VALs(27)) 
ReB6 = ASC(VALs(28)) 
ReB7 = ASC(VALs(29)) 
flagncg4 = l! 
IF (ReB7 > 127) THEN 

RtBl=256-RcBl 
RcB2 = 255 - WB2 
RcB3 - 255 - ReB3 
ReB4 = 255 - WB4 
ReBS = 255 - ReBS 
ReB6 = 255 - Re86 
ReB7 = 255 - ReB7 
flagneg4 = -1! 

END IF 
TRINT flagnegl 

' Calculate imaginary, real, magnitude and phase 
' for channel A (note: the magnitude is divide by 
' the variable range to givt a smaller number) ..................................... 

range - 4294%72%# 
hTot - ml/ range) + (2561 1m2) / range + (655361 1m3) / range + (16777 216r 1m4) / mge + 
fm5 + 2561 Im6 + 2561 2561 Im7 
IF(flagacgl= -1) THEN 

ImTot = -1! ImTot 
END IF 
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ReTot = ( ' c l  1 range) + (2561 Re2) / range + (655361 Re3) / range + (167772 16# Rd) / range + 
Re5 + 2561 Re6 + 2561 2561 Re7 
IF (flagncg2 = -1) THEN 

&Tot = -11 &Tot 
END IF 

IF ((ImTot = O!) OR (ReTot = 01)) 
GOTOstari 

END IF 

m g  = (ImTot ImTot + RcTot ReTot) A .5 
phasc = 57.3 ATN(ABS(lmT0t) / ABS(RcTot)) 

a adjust the channel A phase for the correct quadrant ..................................... . 

IF ( i h g n ~ @  = -1) THEN 
IF (flagncgl = 1) THEN 

p h =  180-phaçe 
END IF 
IF (flagncg l = -1) THEN 

phase=phase+ 180 
END IF 

END a: 
IF (flagncg 1 = -1) THEN 

IF (ilagneg2 = 1) THEN 
phase= 360-pliasc 

END IF 
EM) IF 

a Calculate imaginary, teal, magnitude and phase 
' for channel B (note: the magnitude is divide by 
' the variable range to givc a smaller number) ..................................... 

ImTot2 = (ImB1/ range) + (2561 ImE2) 1 range + (65536! ImB3) / range + (167712161 ImB4) / 
range + ImBS + 2561 Im86 + 2561 256! ImB7 
IF (fhgntg3 = -1) THEN 

hTot2 - -1! * ImTot2 
END IF 
&Tot2 = (RcBl/ range) + (2561 ReB2) 1 range + (65536! ReB3) / range + (1677721M RcB4) 1 
range + ReBS + 2561 ReB6 + 2561 2561 RcB7 
IF ( fhpg4 = -1) THEN 

ReTot2 - -11 ReTot2 
END IF 
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' if imaginary or feal value is zero then through data awaY 
and gct ncw set of &ta for ôoth channels 

'***********************************C** 

IF ((lmTot2 = O!) OR -Tot2 = O!)) THEN 
GOTOstart 

ENDIF 

' djusî the channe1 B phase for thc correst quadrant '********+**+****+******************* 

IF (fïagneg4 = -11) THEN 
IF (flagncg3 = 1 1) THEN 

phase2 = 180 - phase2 
ENDIF 
IF (flagncg3 = -11) THEN 

phase2 = phase2 + 1801 
END IF 

END IF 
IF (flagneg3 = -1 !) T ' E N  

IF (flagncg4 = II) THEN 
phase2 = 360 - phase2 

ENDIF 
END IF 

' calculate phase dinetence, first adjust phases 
' if they cross ovcr the 360 degree boundary ................................... 

IF @hast < 90) THEN 
IF (phase2 > 270) THEN 

phast=phasc+ 180 
phase2 = phase2 - 180 

END IF 
END IF 
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Do 
'LûûP UNTIL iNKEYS = CHRS(27) '27 is the ASCII code for Esc. 
'GOTOstart 
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE 

END 




